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This thesis investigates the use f fuzzy l appr h in " m tric application. 
f software products, Software metrics defines a tandard way m rti 
development processes and resour s. Th m mm n p li ti n of oftware metrics is the 
software cost estimation wher it pr di t th ffort r quir d for ompleting certain stages of a 
software development life cycle. The ability to obtain an ac urate effort prediction is essential for 
the cost estimation process, as it helps a proj ct manag r to specify the efforts needed for project 
development. In relation to this, cost estimation models such as COCOMO (Constructive Cost 
Model) , Function Points and SLIM (Software Life-Cycle In Management) which used specified 
equations for estimating dev lopment effort have b en proposed. However, these models suffer 
several limitations in terms of the inputs. Inputs to these models may include experience of the 
programmer, the required reliabi lily of the software, c mplexity f the pr jcct and an e timat f 
the project size. Th se inputs are subjective (non-numerical) and thus r quirin 
knowledge. m f thcs input ar nfusing and ar n t kn wn with r a nabl d 
certainty until th pr jcct is c mp! ted. In an att mpt t v re me this pr blcm and t ul ii th 
needs, fuzzy logic ha been studied for cff rt pr dicti n. uzzy I gi is a fi rm f I gi 
with subjective and uncertainty values. lt allows expert kn wl dge t d termine th input • lu 
by using th linguistic term inst ad f mathematical equati ns. Pr j t manag r 
to classify the inputs by using linguistic t rm such as 'I igh l cl mpl 
"Siz of the proj ct ism dium". h 1uzzy 
in an attempt to mod I the fuzzy I gi appr 




and th r 
techniqu s hav be n made. ur hniqu ar 
P int lM and LIZZY g1 . h uzzy I gi id b It r 
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Recently, the field of software metrics has gain d much popularity in software development. 
Software metrics deals with the measurement of the software product, process by which it is 
developed and resources used to dev lop it. It can effectively measure the complexity of the 
project, the cost and effort involved in developing the software product. Good metrics should 
facilitate the capability of predicting process, product or resources, which reflects the quality 
process to develop the software product within minimal resources. This chapter provides an 
overview of the project. It also discusses the motivation of the current work, the objective and th 
scope of the project. An outline of this thesis is given in the end o this chapter. 
1.1 Definition Of The Project 
oftwarc m tries i rncasurcm nts f th software dcvcl pm nt pr css and pr du t that n b 
used as independent and dependent variables in m d Is f r r j t rnanaa rn nt [1 ]. h r , r 
many software metric applicati n such as ftwar m d I pr du ti it 
m d Is quality c ntr I m d Is, data II tru turn! and mpl xit 
metrics and other metric [2 3]. H r s 
important applicati n of th s flware m tries. It i u cful in pr di ting th 
s ft ar d I pm nt. The f rt i u ually m asur d in p r n-rn nth r p r n- 
n id r u n 
r 
It i imp rtant fi r a pr j · l rnanag r t timul th' If rt r .quir cl r th arl 
n w h w rn ny 
i lily. 
de I pm mt life 
r quir ·d in· it affc 'l' r · 111 ' ull ·uti 11 an. pr · 
d I 1 m nt I r j t fn ·I v ith ll\1' 1 'I' fi r th tho war· l 
m 









which to deliver it. Those responsible for planning th pr u t r 11111' f th ffort 
needed to deliver the software within the targ t d tim . riti 1l t all oftwar 
project managers is the accuracy r ff rt timati n. A • tim tion of software 
development effort has major implicati n f r th m na 
low estimate implies that the s flwarc dev lopm nt t am " ill b 
d v lopment [2]. A 
r pr ssure to complete the 
project early and hence, the resulting soft.war may n 1 b full t t d or contains all the required 
functionality [2]. On the other hand, a high estimat impli s that too many resources will be 
committed to the project. In order to overcom this probl m se eral cost estimation models such 
as COCOMO, Function Points and SLIM were developed. 
The COCOMO was developed by Boehm [2,3,4,5,8] based on the analysis of 63 software 
projects. There are three COCOMO models; the Basic model that can be applied when little 
about the project is known, the Intermediate model that is applied after requirements are specified 
and the Advanced model that is applied when design is complete. All the three models r lat th 
effort required for software developm nt and sourc line f c de ) a a rnaj r input a 
follows: 
E =a x ( )° F 
where 
is effort in person-months, 
is th size m a ur sin th usands f ur Jin s re d 
F is an adjustment fact r. 
The value fa and b d pend n th d v I pm nt 11 d . h r arc thr m d f d 
an organic mode an mbedd d m d and s mi-dcta h d m d 
data pr sing t nd t u databa and f u 
mbeddcd rn de ntains hard or -bnsc I s l 'll1 and r al-lime fl war sy t rn v hi! th mt- 
rg nic m 
I ita he rn de i s in h 'I ' b ·lv r 1 llli · und nn ·ddcd m 
I J lll '11t n1 I 011d u1 1 I in 1 l th •ff rt 11.wti 111 M 
tin n , pr pri 










The SLIM model is based on the Putnam's own analy i ftho fl\ 11 Hf l int rm of th 
Rayleigh distribution of project personnel I v I tim . h n i in th form as 
follows: 
iz = k K113 t413 ct 
This equation relates size (measured as lines of code) to se eral ariables: a technology factor, C, 
total project effort measured in person-years, K (which includes maintenance effort) and elapsed 
time to delivery, td measured in years [ 4,5,8]. 
Function Points was developed by Albrecht [3,4,5,7,8,9] in 1979. It is a method of estimating 
effort by measuring the functionality of a syst m based on the characteristics of user functionality 
as follows: 
• xtemal inputs (e.g. file name) 
• xt rnal output (e.g. r p rt , mes ag s) 
• Inquiries (interactiv inputs needing a response) 
• External fit. s or int rface (file hared with th rs Itwarc y tern 
• Internal files (invisi le utsid the system) 
In addition, there are 14 technical c rnple ity fa t r' haract ri ti such d t 
cornrnunicati n p rf rrnancc, tran acti n rat nlin data ntry and th r . ,., h pr j t 









Function Points are counted based on the weighting u r fun ti 111li1 is f 1l w : 
i P = U * (0. >5 0.01 * T F) 
where 
UC is the Unadjusted ount 
TCF is the Technical omplexity Factor. 
The unadjusted count is defined as 
UC = al + bO + cE + dL + eF 
where 
I is the number of input types 
0 is the numb r of output typ s 
is the numb r of inquiry types 
Li th number of logical int rnal files 
F is the number of interfaces 
a, b, c, d, e, > 0 are the weighting factors. 
Inputs t the rn dcl discu sed far may include a vari ty f act rs su h a th iz th 
project the requir d reliability f th Ilwar u c f flwar t data pr th 
experience of the pr gramrn rs. Howev r th sc valu ar vagu irnpr rs nd dif 1 ult t 
f the fl ar dcvcl prncnt Ii cy I . Input lu r un rt in 
when we are unabl 
the Int rm dial' 
[ 
mcasur th ir values dir tly, ~ r c arnpl , wh n using a m 
th num r lin 
r th 
l 7J. l~irt"n 'l dri 'I'' lit' used i11 th lutcrmediuto 1 M m cl I l 7) 'U h 1 









modeled by multipliers, which either increase r d 
example, a more experience programmer i 
Points measure also incorporate the influ n 
Points are multiplied by the degree of in flu n c f th 14 t 
n min ll. ff rt. For 
Yo [ , 7]. Function 
h un dju t d Function 
1 xit factors. These cost 
drivers valu.e docs not offer any clu s about how rt in run rt in n timate is. 
Due to the fact that the inputs to the cost estimation model ar ague and uncertain, it is proposed 
that the input to the cost estimation model should be supplemented with fuzzy logic approach. 
Investigation of fuzzy logic is the core study of this thesis. It is suffice to indicate that fuzzy 
linguistic variable can capture the subjective, vague and imprecise inputs. A linguistic variable is 
a variable whose value can be described qualitatively using an expression involving linguistic 
terms and quantitatively using a corresponding membership function [10]. The linguistic term is 
useful for communicating knowledge with human beings; whereas membership function is useful 
for processing numeric input data [10]. In general, the value of a linguistic variable can b a 
linguistic expression involving a set of linguistic term's m difiers such as "very" r m r r 
less". or example, a pr jcct manager may specify th izc r a pr jcct by ayin that th f 
a project is 'very small", the size f the project is "more or less s all ' r the siz 
"medium". The meaning of such expression i g verned by a cri s fuzzy i -th n rul hi h 
can be used to derive prediction for the eff rt. The if-then rules will b discus in th n xt 
section. 
1.2 Motivation Of urrent Work 
Jn pit of much re car h in d v I ping m r fl ware c st stimati n it app r th t th 
estimates are not a s ciated with ignifi antly gr at 'r a cura y [3]. h m d I th t h lar 
m1111 r f input I aram 'l "r ar di TI ult l alibrat , wh •re lh 
ind pend nt, that th re i a r ·Inti n hi] tw n th th 










in the COCOMO data set and points out that the relati n hips t '" n in~ ut 1 m t r will 
make a model unstable. The cost driver valu 
Secondly, it is difficult for cstimat r t mak a urat tim ti n. With the existing 
software cost estimation models, the estimation in th rl l pm nt life cycle are based on 
uncertain input values. Tt is difficult to hav Ju \J h n ' ar unable to measure their 
values directly. In addition, estimators may not be abl to de elop a model based on direct 
measures because suitable historical data is not a ailable [6]. The standard deviation, is a 
measure of the variation within the historical data set [6]. Unfortunately, this is not a true 
measure of the uncertainty because the model on which the estimate is based on is incomplete. 
Consider making an estimate for a project affected by a factor, which is constant for the historical 
projects on which the model is based. The model will not be able to predict the influence of this 
factor and there is no guarantee that the actual value for the new project will fall within the ran 
of values predicted. For example, an effort estimate for a new project that has a client- rv r 
environment may be based on effort to devel p similar systems, which have a h t-bn d 
environment. If the change in system nvir nmcnt is n t idcntifi d as a c t driv r, it 
will not be taken into account by the estimate. If the change has a ignificant af n 
productivity the estimate may be quit unreliable [ ]. Th r f r , th uncertainty r th timat 
still depends on both the uncertainty of the model on which it is based and th unc rtainty in th 
model's input. 
These problems m tivat c ntinuing res arch int thcr t chniqu s f rs 
The work presented in this pr ~ ct n t nly r views th 1 ting Ilwar 
but also invcstigat s the use f fuzzy logic as an alt rnativ t 
timati n. 
t nm 
n. h us f fuzz 
logic seems t be uitablc Ci r u ing th xpcrt ju gmcnt fr rn th pr 0 ct manag r . A pr 1 
manager may specify that a pr ~e t will have a larg numb r ntiti s and a m 11 num r 
files l]. Th e an be r pr cnt cl a fuzzy uriubl and fuzzy rul in rd r t d ri th 
pr di ti n fl r the utput, u h • th u ' f uzzy aria le 
r pre nt the input ulu ill t rm I r lin iui tic . ulu ; mull m xliun r I ir 
h lin iui 1li · uluo · ar • vitul t 111 dcl the un rtainty 
11111' 11 ' ri rt. ( 11 rid ·r th iz ·and the duro i n th pr~ l 
nth r th n 
\J ith mun •ri ·nl ulu '; I 









input to the effort estimation process. These input ar th linnni ti \ nrinbl • whi h may hav 
the linguistic values; "large", "medium"," mall' I n ' rm " h rt". values are 




Small Medium Large 
0 
16K 32K 128K 512K 
igur I .1 uzzy R presenting Pr jcct i c 
Inference from a set of fuzzy rules inv Ives fuzzificati n f th 
propagating the confidence factors (membership values) f the c nditi ns t 
the rules. Consider the following if-then rule: 
th rul th n 
n. 
IF project size is lar e AND project duration is short TH 1 N ffort i high 
Inference from the ab v rule inv Iv s I 
size i large' - gi n th f 
king up th m mb rship alu f th c n it ion pr ~ 
d and th m mb r hip alu pr j t dur ti n - 
given the requir d tirn rd r t a sign th utc m ' If rt is high minimum 
m mb r hip valu r all the nditi n mu 'l c · n idcr d. 
Fuzzy I gi · appr ti .h a' an ult irn ui 
Th 
jud '11l 'Ill. n th 'I' lid nut I 1 · r U in ' th 
uimuti 11 m dcl will irn] r ml limit ti n . 
input vulu ' int uzzy vu iabl y u ing th ir xp rt 










parameters in the estimation process and us nly appr print tn rcquit firm ur m nt. 
Certain inputs such as data transaction, data mrnuni ati n an tum 1 un tim ar not r quired 
in the earlier estimation. 
Fuzzy logic [10, 11, 12, 13] was incepted by · i Zad h at th m Of California, Berkeley 
in 1965. Fuzzy logic is based on th principle that n p alu b longs to all relevant fuzzy 
sets to various extents, called the degrees of membership. These range from 0 (definitely not a 
member) to l (definitely is a member) with values in between are generated by a membership 
function. This contrasts with conventional logic where membership of a set is either false or true. 
Fuzzy logic allows crisp values to belong to more than one fuzzy set. This means that whereas in 
a crisp system, only one rule might be fired and used, in a fuzzy logic, all rules are used with each 
having some influence on the resulting output. There was no major contribution of fuzzy logic 
until in 1973. During the year Zadeh published his paper introducing the c ncept fa lingui ti 
variable [13]. The linguistic variable can have values such as "large" and "small" and the valu 
assigned to each linguistic varia le are fuzzy set . 
It is important to note that there arc few numbers of ong ing fuzzy 1 gic r 
softwaremctrics[l,14,15,32].Mucho[thefuzzylogicw rkt datc has b n n m dwithth 
development effort estimation [1]. Accuracy and consistencies in th pr dicti n f 
development effort early in the software process has long be n a g al f th 
software metrics research. ffort estirnati n using fuzzy I gi 
estirnati n fr m pr ject managers when they pr vid arly stimat s nd 
complexity. Instead f estimating that a pr ~ l will ntain 5 fun ti n p int th man 
can describ th syst m a m dium-lar . H is str ssed h r that u h lab Is n b alibr t d 
t th rgani ati n it elf, thi pr ~ ct may c r lar an th r. 
e p rt imulati 
typ ' f fact r thut ur imprc is '111 l uguc 'II 'h U' J)I' du 
iluati ln ility r 1 r [c t r quir m nt · and udgctary nd 
rt in 
it 









process, these factors are treated as fuzzy variabl . h fuzz trial l 
models are handled by an input expert sy tern, whi h u 
designed to check the consistency of input variabl 
plan and manage the life cycle fa dcv l pm nt pr 
fn , t 
h lp m n 
ti t . 
in th :~ rt imulation 
hi xp rt ystem is 
f oftwar projects to 
Applications of fuzzy logic to software metrics also includ th omputer software source code 
authorship analysis [15]. There arc three main ar as in authorship analysis, namely, author 
discrimination, author characterization and similarity detection. While a large number of metrics 
has been proposed for this task, there is a difficulty with capturing certain types of information in 
terms of quantitative measurement [ 15]. Fuzzy logic linguistic variables was proposed in order to 
capture more subjective elements of authorship such as the degree to which comments match the 
actual source code's behavior. These variables avoid the need for complex and subjective rules, 
replacing these with an expert's judgement. 
A significant proportion of res arch n devel ping predictive Itwarc mctri ha 
using non-traditional m thods such as neural nctw rks and fuzzy I gic [32]. Thr br nd ar 
of concern that can be cited with regard to s ftware devcl pmcnt prcdi tiv m 
difficulties of data sets, acceptability and validation of models and generalisability. h m t 
obvious str ngth of using the fuzzy logic methods is its fuzzy linguisti mappmg . A uzz 
linguistic mapping is a highly intuitive model that can be real d by any n with ut training. 1t 
is a mapping between linguistics terms, such as "v ry small" aua he t aria lcs. 
1.3. Scope of the Work 
f this w rk is mainly t d I I a uzzy I gi pr gran that v ill d t n111n th rt 
requir cl f r a parti ular pt j · t d I Im int, In lhi di crtati n w arti ularly cu 
fuzzy i' 111 d 1 · uld be u · pr Ii t th · _. i tin 









existing models and the fuzzy logic model i 
models. 
ndu t d t d I rminc th m lin p w r of th se 
The literature on software cost stimati n m d 1 i uit .'1 n iv . In the e cisting models the 
underlying problem is on the fact that th sc m d 1 un rt in input values and some of 
the input are not required in the early estimation for e campl turnaround time, software 
reliability and so on. Jn contrast, fuzzy logic model promises a more reliable measure in the effort 
estimation. Linguistic approach used by the fuzzy logic model can successfully overcome the 
uncertainty of input value. Generally, the size and complexity of project form the linguistic 
variables and the linguistic values of these linguistic variables can either be small, medium or 
large (size) and low, medium and high (complexity). Consequently, the vague and uncertain 
values of input can be better predicted. 
In particular, we develop a program called Fuzzy Logic Effort Prediction ( L--P) pr gram u m 
Amzi ! Pro! g [ 40]. The "'P u s thr e inputs: size, c mpl xity and the durati n f th pr j t. 
The values of these inputs arc then fuzzificd into fuzzy sets t captur the unc rtain valu 
form a fuzzy rule. Inference of a set of fuzzy rules, which inv Iv fuzzi fi ati n, 
the effort values. Finally, the effort values will again be dcfuzzificd t get a sing! ri p alu . 
In addition, we determine and discuss the estirnati n accuracy r the fuzzy nd n n-fuzzy rt 
prediction techniques in term f Mean Magnitud Relative rr r M ). Magnitud R lati 
Error (MRE) [1,7,8] is a measur f th diff r nc b twe nth a tual valu th int ut lu 
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'IT rs ur 0 n u l It r judgcmcnt 
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1.4 Overview of the Dissertation 
The literature review on software metric an ftv ar 
subsequently in Chapter 2 and haptcr 3. Th ar th b i f r n 1 
research. Chapter 4 will review the con pt f fuzzy l gi 
tim ti n are presented 
ing the cost estimation 
More generally, it will 
explain the notion of fuzzy set, linguistic variables and fuzzy rules. The reviews on the use of 
fuzzy logic as an alternative in cost estimation are presented in Chapter 5. Chapter 6 will describe 
the performance of the fuzzy logic program in predicting effort. The result of the analysis of the 
comparison between fuzzy logic and other cost estimation models is presented in Chapter 7. 
Finally, the conclusion summarizes the work presented in this project, comments on the areas that 












There has been much research in recent years about the rol of softx are metrics in development 
process. Research indicated that software metrics can h Ip achie e better management process. 
For example, the predictions of completion date made early in the project allowed the project 
management to predict and avoid possible serious schedule problem. This chapter introduces the 
notion of software metrics and explains its relevance to software development process including 
the fundamentals of measurement. The definitions of software metrics and the properties of good 
metrics together with the classifications, the scope and the usage f software metrics f rm th 
other part of the major discussion in this chapter. We intend to describe the use f ftwar 
metrics as control metrics and predictor metrics. inally, a pr p scd framcw r f r pr di ti n, 
which can be used in softwar m tries, is xpl r d. 
2.1 Software Measurement 
We use measurement in everyday Ii G . In yst m , m a urcmcnt i u d t d t 1111111 
the price and pay increment. Measur merit in m dical y t ms n th th r hand n bl u t 
diagno sp cific illness [3]. Ace rding t ' nt n [ ] 
U asur m 11t is the pr c ss by whi h numb r r ymb I ar a sign d t 
attributes f entiti s in th real w rid in u h a way a t d en th tTI 









Therefore, measurement is concern d with th apiuring )f' informnti n 1l ut ittribut of 
entities. An entity may be an bj t u h a n b k, n h iir r an \ nt f 1 ftwar project. 
The attribute in the other hand, i the f aturc r pr p rt or th" entit 1, \\hi h w are interested 
in. By referring t the vicwp int f manag r \ ill b able to derive the 
objectives of the measurement. The e vi w ar 11 \ ing: 
Managers: 
1. Need to measure the cost of various processes ithin software production. For example, the 
process of developing a whole software system. 
2. Need to measure the productivity of staff in order to determine pay settlements for different 
divisions. 
3. Need to mea ur th quality f th s ft ware pr ducts. 
4. Need to define measurable targets f r pr ject like h w much tc l c v rag sh uld b 
achieved and h w r liable th final y t m h uld be. 
5. Need t m a urc repeatedly a particular pr cc and re urcc attribute in r lcr t mun 
which fact r affect c st and pr ductivity. 
6. Need to evaluate the (Ticicncy f vari u s fl ware engine ring rn th d and to I . 
Engineers: 
I. Need to monit r the quality f v I ing sy tern by making pr c m a ur m nt . 
2. N cd t pccify quality and pcrf rrnan c r quir m nt in tri tly rn a urabl I rm 111 rd r 
that uch rcquircrn nts ar t siabl . 
. Need t. mca urc pr duct and pr c attribut r th 
4. N d t m 'a urc attribut r , 'isling pr du ts und urrcnt pr 
ab ut futur 
ati 11. 









2.2 Fundamentals of Measurement 
A measurement is an objective assignment r a numb r 
specific attribute in such a way that apturc our intuiti 
requires the identification f intuitiv ly 
r _ n 1 t n ntity to characterize a 
und r t riding about the attribute. It 
ssed by clearly defined 
entities. Measurement can be direct or indir t. ir t m a ur ment of an attribute is a 
measurement, which docs not depend on the m asurem nt of an other attribute, while indirect 
measurement ran attribute involves the mca ur ment of one or more other attribute [3]. 
Proper measurement principles have been adhered to software engmeermg while the term 
'metric' has been used in the f 11owing distinct ways in the software engineering I metrics 
literature [3]: 
I. A number derived fr rn a pr du t, pr ccs r re urcc. • r cxampl the 'm tri 
11u111h r if.fun lion points r th 'mctri ' Lin ts of od ~ p tr progranuner 1110111/t. 
2. A cal r measurement. ' r example, n minal, rdinal, interval, rati and ab, lut 
An id nti fiablc attribut . • re ample, 'n ctri ' p rtabi lity r pr gr•1m. r th 'rn tri ' 
coupling in de ign . 
4. A theoretical or data driven model describing a d p nd nt ariabl 
a [uncti n f independent variables (such a pr gram 1z' 
It is also worth n ting that there hav been alt mpt l di tingui h the n ti n 
m a urc 111 flwar in the ri II wing way: 
m I ri ti nd 
1. Metri s nurn ri ally hara t erizc " imp le' attribute like I ngth, numb ir d n ' 
number r p rat rs or numb ·r I bu rs r und, c at an I tim \ 
2. M .asur ', ar "fun Ii 11 " f 111 'lri '8, \ hi 11 an be LI d t 
" mp!'," nltril ut 'H like ·ost r 1uulil l ]. 
[ ] 










2.3 Definitions of Software Metrics 
Software metrics deals with the mcasur m nt r flv ar pr :in t n th" pr SS s by which it is 
developed. The measurement f the softwar pr du t ar developed for use in 
modeling the software development pr e . Man m tri an mod 1 have been proposed to 
measure and evaluate the software developm nt pro s predi t faults in software, analyze 
programs and measure the complexity of software maint nane . Software metrics also can be 
used to model the development effort and schedule, de elopment cost and maintenance cost. For 
example, we might want to determine comp! xity to estimate the effort required for the software 
development. The definition of software metrics is used to cover all aspects of quantification 
related to process, res urces and product. Tt may be considered as adequate definition if it i 
agreed to allow the term 'metrics' to include values obtained in two different ways [6]: 
• y cstimati n - thi ccur when th value fa metri i needed al a la 1' in th 
devel pmct t pr e when it i n t availabl ri r dir ct rnca urcmcnt. I r di ti ns r 
stimatcs may be based n c timati n m dcls r subjective guess but ar d ri 
fr m kn wledge f th pr du t t be dcvcl peel. 
• By measurement- this occurs when the valu fa m tri an b btain I dir ti . 
A rnca ur i valid if it accurately haracicrizc the 1 r I sed attribut and a I re Ii ti n m 1 
valid ifit make accurate prcdi lion . 
Target , prcdi ti n and a tual alu ar needed 111 th nt pr J ntr 1. ar 
provid the con traints within hi h a pr J t manag ·r mut rk. rcdi ti n pr id ·m 
incli at r whether a proj ' t i lik I a hi' \ its la r ' ·t \ hil , 11 tual alu m a ur th 
attribute f the pr ' t cl i r .u . Th also u ta lh . input fi rid mtif ati 11 r utur 










Good metrics is capable in predicting the pr 
process. It shou Id be r 6]: 
, pr) 111 't r r s ure in th d v lopm nt 
1. Simple, precisely definable that it i I ar h \, the m tri an be evaluated. 
2. Val id where the mctri v hat it i int n d to m asure. 
3. Robust where relatively inscnsitiv to in ignifi antl hanges in the process, product 
or resource. 
2.4 Classifications of Software Metrics 
Software metrics can be classifi d int a product, process and resource metrics. Product metri 
is a measurement f the software pr duct. ll measure the c mplexity of the s ltwarc de i n 
(such as now control depth f nesting r recursi n) r the siz f the final pr gram ( u 'h n th 
number f line f de r m gram). Pr ccss mctri s m a ur 
attribute f the s ftwar devel prncnt pr cess and f th devel pmcnt nvir nm nt. It r !nit:. 
with a time fact r, which c uld be imply a time Ii c f any rt ware pr j t. It m usurc n 
reasonably well defined activities uch as c n tructing a spcci ficati n I um nt 
software system from requirements capture and the verall d I pmcnt tirn . 
are item that con idered a input to software d v I 
meth d . Int r tingly a pr duct can b a rcsour f ran h 111 
any classification can b cith r internal re tcrnal m tri . Int rnal m tri 
b m a urcd in term fit elf (inherent l it ntity and tcrnal m lri 
resp lt how the pr pcrtic f cntitics rclutcs t 
ar th ' hi h an 
ar m a ur d ' ith 
An th r way in whi h s (lwarc 111 tri llll b \ al g riz · I ur a. cl nt pr du ·ti it , 
ntr I th 
tri ' ill trn \... 
th pr gr 'SH 









Table 2.1 shows the metrics ace rding lo th' Ii f - 
Software development metrics determine th 1T1 tri required 1 }r:ling t th lif - ycl tage. 
abl -· 1 
fM tri 
Stages Re fulness Of Metrics At The 
Current Sta e 
Testing 'I esting 
Maintenance 





Requirement analysis Requirement pccification 
Design D ign pecification oding guidance 







2.5 The Scope of Software Metrics 
flwar metri 
measurement. Th s 
mbra c many activiti Ii h inv I c me dcgr n Itv ar 
f the [lwar 111 tric an b al g riz d int : 
1. Productivity measur s and mod 'ls. 
lt mca urc the pr du ti ity r per nn I during Ilwar pr c 
ba cd n the iz f utput Ii id .d by If rt l- [. 
h m ur m nt 
2. l)uta coll .ction. 
ll m ·u iurc · th' d tin • II ·ti 11 ' h 'lli •r th dulu i · vu lid, ~' .urat and pr· 1 1.:. u al 









Software development metrics d t rrnin the m tri , require 1 n 
Table 2.1 shows the metrics according l the li f - 
th lif -cycle stage. 
Tabl 2.1 
u cfuln rM tri 
Stages R ourc U efulness Of Metrics At The 
Current Stage 




Design De ign specification oding guidance 
omparison of different 
designs 
Implementation ource/code Testing 
omrnent Maintenance 
Documentation 
Te ting Te t data Testing 
Test routines Maintenance 
Maintenance All above resources and Maintenance 
history 
2.5 The Scope of Software Metrics 
Software metric mbraco many activiti , whi h inv I n d gr n n ar 
measurement. Th I the llwar metric an be al g riz d int : 
1. Productivity m a ures and models. 
Jt m ure the pr ductivity f per nnel during s flwar pr c 
bas don the izc r utput di id ·d by .ff rt l- [. 
h m ur 'Jn nt 
2. Dutu coll •dion. 
It 111 'OHllr \' th dntu ·.II ti rn wh •lli r th· lulu is ulid, a · urale and pr 
d '8 .ribc I ii ''11 irul dutu ')II• ·ti 11 Ill lht dt I ' k r r liability a 'CS ·n '11( r l. 









3. Reliability models. 
The work on measuring and prcdictin r oft» ar rcliabilit 1 • n b ~ n a a rigorous and 
successful example fa detailed study r p iii tribute (3). 
4. Performance evaluation and mod I . 
It concerns with the speci fie product attribut such a th s stem performance aspects like 
response time and the efficiency f alg rithms [ ]. 
5. Structural and complexity measure . 
The structural and complexity metrics measures the structural attributes of representations of 
the software. Two classical examples of thi approach are the Halstead and McCabe which 
measure the complexity and the tructural [ s urce code [3]. 
6. ost and effort estimation models and m a ures. 
It mca L1r th pr je t t at the early tag in the s Itwarc d vel pmcnt pr 'AA. Th r 'r 
nurner LI m dels for c t and If rt cstimati n that have been pr p cd su 
m d I Putnam' IM model and Albrecht's functi n p int m de! I [. 
2.6 The Use of oftware Metrics 
enerally oftware metric ar LI d in tw imp rtant e1y : 
• Ilwarc mctri a ntr I 111 tri in the ntr I manag m nt 
• 
proc 
fl urc m nri a tr xii t r Ill tri · · f' .ith r pr du ·t quuliti r n Ir I m t ri . 
ntr I 111 'lri s is us d i 11 pr j '·t ' 
pr du ·ti n r munufu ·turln 1 :1 ti it ' uld b numuu d and 











development schedule and machine u age f r parti ulnr n ti iti 'S. hi m rri in orporated into 
a management planning and m nit rin r a ti th ff rt, development 
schedule and machine usage arc made a part f th tual valu s are used to 
monitor progress against tho e plan . th r m tri u cc in pr j t control are those used to 
estimate task completion. F r cxarnpl , th y mpar th timat of the "size" of the task in 
terms of its expected output is cornpar d with th amount of th task of its actual output, which 
has been completed al a particular point of tim . D f ct-r lat d metrics is another control metrics 
that is often used in project control. cf ct-r lated metrics is the discovery and elimination of 
defects. It is the major cost of non-conformance. To control the non-conformance, it is necessary 
to record information about the defects and the costs associated with their discovery and removal. 
Defect rate can be defined as stimated def ct rates based on data from past projects. It is al o 
used to monitor the defect rate in rder l en urc the activities and the product is bchavin a 
expected. 
Pr diet r rn tric is u ed t pr vidc timatc ntr 1 metric . It i used t istimu! th final 
product qualiti s and al u ed a input parameter quati n, whi h pr di t. th' pr du t 
charact ri tics such as 'reliability", 'maintainability" r prcdi t the ntr 1 rnetri "th' 
number f faults detected during le ling pha ''. Mo l predi ti cquati n arc u unll n 
empirically using statistical techniques. 
2.7 Framework for Prediction M asure 
F r the purp s f prcdicti n a rn de! and a pr di ti n sy t m n d t b d fin d. h I r di ti n 
y tern, a o iat d ith a m dcl r a numb r r prcdi ti n pr rd t rminin 
unkn wn pararnet r and int rpr ting re ult . I\ pr · 
a tiviti f7]: 
~ r makin pr di ti n mu t ha thr 
• le ·tin 1 an I mod ·llin i th' 111 ·n urr s l l ·pr idi t ·d 
• Mn\'111 1 pr Ii ·ti 11: 










The first step in the predicti n pr c t th m n m's 1} 1 r :1\ t d fir a project and 
ary to r :fleet the the methods by which to predict them. h m 
project's target. In this case, a m asur i a num ri rcpr ific attribute of an 
entity. Measures for system development r pr inputs, outputs or the 
process itself. For example, in mca uring th attribut f fort a ount of delivered lines of code 
is one measure of the length of an input to a y t m d lopm nt process and the number of 
hours spent on developing the code i a rn a ur f ffort for the process [7]. The method by 
which the measure is predict d must also be sci cted. A regr ssion model, an algorithmic model, 
neural network or fuzzy logic model could be used in predicting the effort. Effort can be 
measured by using fuzzy logic approach in order to give a good prediction. This is done by 
specifying the linguistic variables inv lved in the effort prediction. Experience, size of the proj ct 
and use of tools are the exampl s f linguistic variables. Linguistic variables arc the term who ' 
values are w rds in natural languag . -or example, the linguistic values for size r th pr j t ar 
very small, small, n diurn, high and very high. 
Tn the s cond step I the pr dicti n pr c , the pr die ti n arc made. A data b m n ni I 1bl , 
the pr dicti ns ar analyz d t a sc whether they ar being met. 1 he results 
fed back t th sc making the pr dicti n . Thi feedback give the de cl p r 
take corrective action if appropriate [7]. 
Th final st p inv Iv valuating the a Ura y f the pr di ti 11 . hi pr 
improve the accuracy f prcdicti ary l I 'nrn fr m n 'n 
this t p [7]. h rcas n G r ina urat pr di ti n no d t b und 
be r rdcd. Th L: finding sh uld b a' mpuni d by ugg ti n f r impr 
future prcdicti n [7]. 
h n d riin ' ith 
inding mu t 
ing th a urn f 
Pr di ti n ar u uall ba xl n in lire ·t 111 'a ur ._. be nus· th· attribute 
m ·a unul I ' at th 
in l re t i · n t di r t I , 
b · pr du cd pr di ti n 










attribute of the product. ff rt i m a ur d u ml' ratio " ilc [ l. his 1~ usually recorded 
manually and often leads t inaccura ic rm a ur m nt. 
2.8 Summary 
Software metrics arc m asurcrncnts concerning either th softx are being developed (the product) 
or the manner in which it is being de eloped (th proc ss). The metrics used in project may be 
grouped into different categories, namely: 
• Metrics related to resources such as effort and staffing level through development. 
• Metrics relating t spcci fication and design documents such as size and stru tur r a 
program. 
• Metric relating lo tructural attribute I rcprc f the ft ware. 
To assist software pr jcct, it i n c ary t idcnu f y an appr priatc mctri G r a h phns in th 
project Ii f ycl . Th pr di ti n pr c pre anted in this haptcr is th' basis r anal zin 1 ind 
interpreting the software co t cstirnati n. oftwar cost cstimati n will b d in th' u xt 
chapter. he prediction process highlights the imp rtan e f m ithin th nt 'I 










SOFTWARE COST ESTIMATION 
Accurate software cost estimation is critical in software development process. Underestimate cost 
estimation will have many undesirable effects such as over or under allocation of development 
resources and personnel. As a result, many models have been proposed to avoid these problems. 
In this chapter we introduce the software cost estimation and describes the problems associat d 
with its process. The major software cost estimation models such as COCOMO, Function Point 
and SLIM will be discussed, together with their limitations. inally, we will review fuzzy 1 gi a 
an alternative technique for cost estimation. 
3.1 Software Cost Estimation: An Overview 
Software cost estimation is commonly known, as making stirnat r th rt r quir d 
complete a project for a system development activity. flwarc l 
not stimate c st in ca h terms but measure th If rt, dur ti n and rnanp 
Manpower loading is the num er f ngin ring and manag m nt p r nn I • II at d t th 
project as a function f time. uration is the am unt I tirn r quir d t c mpl ting th pr j t. 
Eff rt i m asur d in man-rn nth f th t hni al staff r quir d t mpl t pr J t. 
technical staff normally includ pr grarnrn r analyst s ware ngin r an m na m nt 
directly a s ciatcd with the pr j t. 
r Ilwar 'l \ 'l i muti 11 ur ' ( 1 r pur · pr j ct plonni: and a in th 
fi a it i Ii l 1 lay' an imp rtant r I t d 
th' llll\lH\ l Ill 11l u ·Ii viii '. Inn· ·ural · · timutc: unn 









overestimate of effort may al o adv rs ly afri t th pr j' t whcr it I ds t overstaf:fing. A 
critical problem faced by all project manag r " ftwar cost estimation. A 
decision by management whether t pro eed with th pr j 
the project done in-house or contracted put is lik 1 to b aff ted b 1 cost and effort estimates. 
Cost estimation requires good measurement of quantitati e data. Basically, cost estimation is 
based on the size or the estimation and the relationship between the various parameters of the 
software development such as project duration, total effort, documentation, code delivering, staff 
size and computer cost. Software cost estimation is a continuing activity, which starts at the 
proposal stage and continues throughout the project life cycle. Preliminary estimation is requir d 
to determine whether a project is feasible in terms of cost-benefit analysis. Usually, a prelirninar 
estimate is difficult and least accurat because very little detail is kn wn ab ut the pr jcct. Thu , 
in order to determine the preliminary e timate , there are many unkn wn quantities that must b 
estimated. The e ar a elate I with th re ourcc availability at th r quir d tim pr ~ 
development cost, projc t d vclopm nt schedule and the size f the pr jcct d v lopm nt t nm. 
H is desirable to know how much is the cost to develop the s (twarc and h w mu h tim 
devel pm nt will be n eded. The e estimates are need d bcf r d nt i initiat I. L t u 
consider several limitations f c st e timati ns. Th accura y tirnat 
detcrmin d when th pr duct i d I ivcrcd. J\ II the data ab ut the pr j t and th r ur nt 
on it, is fully known by then. Thor i unc rtainty in the p if ati n 
repr nt a rang of po ibl final pr duel . I lcr , the t 
syst m i sp cificd m re accurat ly th un rtaint: un be r du d and rn 
tirnatc an b made. Figure . I \ s the fundum ntal lin ilati n 
estimati n where the accura y within v hi h, an b mad 
the s fl ware Ii I''- y I' phas ·. Thi' I ·I 
ma hinc intcrfa ·'comp 11 •11t or Iii' 'Ofl ur ·. N( to tluu, it d e· not h w the 
pr idc the stirnut ' ilh tlwt u ·um· . 
it 
. 1 r th 
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PHASES AND MllESTOl,JES 
Figure . I Phases and Milestones [5] 
3.2 Software osr ·~ timation Techniques 
Boehm [5) describe ven tcchniqu s f Ilwar st cstirnati 11. Table . I umrnanz th 
strengths and di Ificu ltie f these tcchn iq ucs. 
Tabl 3.1 
trcngth and Wcaknc c f oftwar t- -. timati nM th cl 
Mothod Strongths 
Weaknesses 
Algorithmic Moel ·Is • • • • 11 1 • 
• E pcrtJudi·1n•11t • • 
• Anulou • • 
Purkinson • • Pri ·To-Win 









(1) Algorithmic M del . 
This technique is developed r m r nlg rithm whi h r lat some software 
metric (usually size) t the pr j t t. 
(2) Expert Judgement 
This method involves experts on the soft:war de lopment techniques where they estimate 
the project cost using their judgement. 
(3) Analogy 
This technique involves reasoning by analogy the cost of a new project with the other 
completed projects. 
(4) Parkinson 
Parkinson principle tate that the cost i determined t the available res ur cs rath r th in b 
bj ctiv a merit. If the ftwarc ha t be delivered in 12 m nth and p pl nr 
available then the effort required is estimated t be 60 pcrs n-rn nth . 
(5) Price-T -Win 
The cost estimated equated to the price the cust mer ha p nd n th pr ~c t. Th timat 
effort depends n the cu t m r' budget and n l n the fl arc un ti nality. 
(6) Top- own 
An v rail t cstimati n f r th pr J tabli h d by n id ring th rall 
functi nality f the pr pertic f th oft arc pr du t. 
(7) tt 111- p 
The o t f a ·h mpon nt i, .stimur ·d and the re ult f nil the c 










3.3 Traditional Software Cost Estimation Models 
Below are the descriptions r the ' timnti n 111 l, \Vh1 h are based on the 
3.3.1 Putnam SLJM Model 
Putnam developed a constraint model call d SLIM which is based on his analysis of the 
software life cycle development. It proposed that effort for software projects is distributed to a 
collection of Rayleigh curves shown in figure 3.2 [3]. 
Staff Level (per sons) 
/ Proj ct 




Mana emen t 
1gur .2 II cti n f Rayleigh urv fi r IM M d I 
Putnam analy i how that tarring ri c 111 thly during th pr j l and th n dr p durin > 
tc ting. The LIM m I 'I .xprc xl in .quu ti ns cl .ribing the rclati n n th 
de I prncnt off rt and th Ii xlul '. ·1 lie irst _. [uuti n all· I the n, ar cquuti n tare th t 










The equation is expressed as follows [3,51: 
where size is measured a lines r ode to e era! ariabl s K is the total life cycle effort (in 
working years), t is the development time (in y ars) and Ck is a technology constant. The values 
of Ck can range between 610 and 57, 314. Putnam has recommended 1500 for a real-time 
embedded software project, 4894 for a batch development environment and 10 040 for a well- 
supported and well-organized environment. 
The technology factor is a composite cost driver involving 14 components. It primarily reflects: 
• Overall process maturity and management practices 
• The level r pr grarnrning language u d 
• The state or the oft ware envir nment 
• The skill and experience f the s rt ware team 
• The complexity of the application 
The second is the manpower-building equati n. This quati n tat that th If rt i pr p rti nal 
to the cube of the dev I prncnt time. 'I he cquati n i sh wn a Ii II w f 51: 
where o i a con tant called rnanp w r ac cl raf n whi h tak p i Ii aluc r a parti ular 
type fa pr jc t. 
Th' PulllH111'' SLIM mod I hus ,' rul limiluti ns. Thi· 111 d ·I di I not, h w th · 











software equation. The design and cod tart fr m zcr stnffinu I'\ '1. Parr [ J ugg t d that it 
d an ndju: trn "nt t th urv . should not start from zcr staffing I v I and pr p 
3.3.2 The Doty Model 
The Doty model that was published in 1977 was us d to estimate the manpower, cost and 
development time for software project. The first step of using this model is to determine the 
'effort adjustment factor' (EA ). The EAF is fourteen products effort multiplier. Table 3.2 
[16, 17] shows EAF. 
Table 3.2 
ff rt Adju trnent Factor or oty Model 
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Each effort multiplier has two value depending 
When the A is kn wn, the v rail 
Doty algorithm. The equation is cxprc cd a f II \1 , [1 ), 171: 
n wh 'th 'r th' . rticular fa tor i r levant. 
us ma imp l e ti mated effort 
MMcst = 2.06 * (KD T)1.o.t7 * EAF 
where MMcst is man-month estimate. 
One primary advantage of Doty model is that it is an objective, repeatable and removes the need 
for an 'expert' opinion (where there is no previous experience of the type of project being 
developed, this advantage is considerable). The estimating process is also relatively rapid [16,17]. 
3.3.3 The PRJCE-S Model 
The PRL - model (1 ] is a commercially macr co t-cstimati n m de! whi h muk , 1 
top-down stimate of the re ourccs required in ft ware devel pmcnt. Thi· m cl rnput 
as well as the schedule, size, type and difficulty of the proposed pr j ct. PR! us 
paramet r b ta distribution rather than a Rayleigh curv al ulatc d 
distribution. The model first computes the mpin al fa t r fr m hi t ri al 
then uses these fact r in th c t c timati n f n pr jcct . 
t databa an i 
3.3.4 0 OMO 
M ( onstructiv t M d I) wa d I pcd by B hm. hi m d 1 pr i le iii 
ri rrnula ri r estimating the (fort, de '101 Ill nt ti111' s he lul ', f rt by I ha and a ti it and 
maintcnan .c off rt. M i r 'Inti .ly truightf rward 111 cl 1 (ba d n input rclatin t 










COCOMO is based on two equations whi h ar 
MM= a* KO l * b 
T011...V = c *MM* d 
where 
MM is the effort in person-months 
KDSI is the number of thousand-deliver d source instructions 
TDEV is the development time 
Coefficients a,b,c and d are dependent upon the 'mode' of development which are shown 
in Table 3.3 [5]. 
Table 3.3 
Value Of The oefficient 
Development Mode a B 
- Organic 3.2 l.05 2.5 
- - Semi-detached 3.0 1.12 2.5 - - - - Embedded 2.8 1.20 2.5 
I) 
0 .. 8 
0 .. 
0 .. 
There are three types of models for M : a Basic rn del appli d curly in th 
Intermediate model that i applied after requir rncnt arc p i f d and a /\ 1 an d rn d I that i 
applied art rd ign i c rnpletc. In the Intcrrn diat 
perform. The fir t stage inv Iv d ciding th pr ~ 
to det rrnin the pr jcct' dcv I pm nt mod . 
, th r ar tw tag that n d t 











Tab!' . .4 
pmcnt 
Feature 
Organizational understanding of product obj 
Experience in working with related 




The second stage is to determine the project's fifteen cost drivers. Each cost driver has a rating 
scale and a set of effort multipliers, which indicate the rating level for the project's attribute. The 
effort adjustment factor (EAF) is calculated using 15 cost drivers. The cost drivers are grouped 
into four categories: product, computer, personnel and project. Each cost driver is rated on a six- 
point ordinal scale ranging from low to high. Based on the rating, these cost drivers attributes and 
their corresponding effort multipliers are determined as shown in figure 3.5 l5]. 
Tab! 3.5 
M ost river And -.ffi rt Multipliers 
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The results of applying table 3.5 arc shown in tabl . [ [. 
Tnbl 
Results f t Dri v r Ra tings 

















Serious financial consequences 
of software fa u Its 
20 con bytes 
Communications processing 
Will use 70% of available time 
45K of 64K store 
Based on commercial 
micro processor ha rd ware 
Two-hour average turnaround 
time 
Good senior analyst 
Three years 
Good senior programmers 
Six months 
Twelve months 
Most te chn iq ues in use aver one 
year 
At b sic minicomputer tool level 
Nine months 
E 0 T ADJUSTMEN 
Rating 
High 
Effort tvlu lti p Ii er 
1."15 





























M pre cd a f II 
MMcst = 2.4 * (KD I) i.es * i.-AF 
M advanc d rn del the pr ~ t i divid d int f ur phase : Pr du t 
tailed csign, ding/ nit Te ting and Jntcgrati n/T t. This model rnput 
t driv er w ight d ac rding t the f ur pha function f pr gram size and a ct r 
r J: 
1gn 
ff rt a a 
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COCOMO also provides equations for nominal d v clopm nt t imc in m nths. For e cample, the 
development schedule equations are varied by m d [ ]: 
T = 2.5 * E 0·38 (Organic Mode) 
T = 2.5 * E 0·35 (Semi-detached Mode) 
T = 2.5 * E 0·38 (Embedded Mode) 
The advantages of COCOMO are very similar to Doty model where the COCOMO model 
producing a prediction relatively rapid. There is a greater level values in the EAF rather than the 
two values (yes or no) with the Doty model. In the COCO MO there is a choice of five cost driver 
ratings ranging from 'very low' to 'extra high'. 
There are many disadvantages of the COCOMO model. A prediction of the system size (K l) 
must be made before the effort can be calculated thus, probability to get an accurate result is vcr 
low. Secondly, the selection of the cost driver rating tends to be somewhat subjective and m r 
complex than the Doty model. The cost driver also tends to be difficult in selecting between v ry 
high' and 'extra high', yet this could make a difference in the overall estimate of 30%. An th r 
problem is that this model involves too many parameters to be estimated. A simpler model uld 
be constructed on three or four parameters by combining some of th attribute into a singl o t 
driver. 
3.3.5 Function Points 
Function Points [9,18,19,20,21,22) was developed by Allan Albrecht in 1979 a an alt mati t 
e timating ( ur c lines of c de). Functi n Points are based on characteristic of th 
project that are at a higher d riptivc level than L such as the number of input Iran a ti n 
typ and numb r or r ports. Thi' upprou Ii ·liuractcri:;,us Ihc amount of u r fun ti nalit 








• External inputs 
• External outputs 
• Inquiries 
• Internal files 
• External or interface files 
Each of the categories is counted individually and then weighted by numbers reflecting the 
relative value of the function to the user. After identifying and classifying the user functions, the 
Function Points are adjusted to reflect function complexity and application complexity. Function 
Points are counted by itemizing and weighting functionality by user and are calculated using the 
following formula [9,21,22]: 
FP =UC * (0.65 + 0.01 * TCF) 
where 
UC is the Unadjusted Count 
TCF is the Technical Complexity Factor. 
The unadjusted count is defined as follows [9,21,22]: 
UC = al + bO + cE + dL + eF 
where 
J is the number of input types 
0 is the number of output types 
is the number of inquiry types 
L is the number of logical internal fi lcs 
F is the number or interfaces 











Weights For Th Unadju t d Fnn tion nut 
Type Si mole Average Complete 
r 3 4 6 
0 4 5 7 
E 3 4 6 
L 7 10 15 
F 5 7 10 
The technical complexity factor (T F) is defined as follov s [9]: 
TCF = 0.65 + 0.01 L Fi 
where there are fourteen factors and weights from zero to five. The fourteen factors are shown in 
table 3.8 [9]: 
able 3.8 
' urt en Technical mplexity act r 
Data Communication 4 
Di tributcd Function 3 
Performance 5 
Heavily sed System 4 
Transaction Rate 5 
On-Line-Data Entry 
·nd- er Efficiency I 
On-line pdatc 4 
Complex Proco sing 2 
R eu ability 2 
In tallation Ea e I 
Operational Ease 4 
Multipl . Sit ·s 0 









One promising use of Function Points is in mea urine th' size. Iost f thc iff rt tirnation 
models such as COCOMO use software izc a a major 'I dri\ .r. Unf run 1t ly. the iz of the 
product is usually not kn wn in the early d v I pm ·nt st 1g '. Fun ti n P int off r several 
significant advantages. It is possibl to estimate th izc in th' ' rt d v lopment of life cycle 
using Function Points [9). This can be an import nt dvant f r anyon who is trying to 
estimate the level of effort lo be rcquir d n a ftwar -d · 1 pm nt project [9]. They can also 
avoid the effects of language and other imp I cm ntation diff r n es [9]. 
Function Points also have its limitations. The measurement of TCF does not assume an extensive 
structure. The technical complexity factor is misleading because the numbers may suggest a ratio 
scale. These fourteen factors confuse the user where each factor has to be decided in its weights 
factors intuitively (9]. If the factors are considered as ranking factors in the sense that, the more 
complicated the system is the higher the number, then another effect where setting two other 
factors from two to zero can be equalized by another factor from 0 t 4. 
Another limitati n of Functi n P int arc that it require a significant amount or human I ib r 
and judgement. The imp rtancc f'judg mcnt rai cs qucsti n ab ut the reliability Ith run ti n 
point measurement. It is unclear whether a Function Points c unt might n t nry h tv n 
analysts [9]. As such, constant unction Point count c uld n t b guarantc d. 
3.3.6 Regression-based Models 
Rcgres ion technique is the earlie t te hniqu u cd in building the gr 1 n 
analy i i ornrn nly pr eccl d y th rcati n r tw -di men i nal aucr pl t and c cpl rat r 
correlation analysi in order to fir t intuitively a well a quantitatively d l rrnin th p tcntial 
rclati n hip that may c i t in th data l ]. y lie ting data fr m th pa t pr jc t nd 
examining rclati nship am ng the attribute, th 
and derive the ba i ·quuti n. 










Figure 3.3 [3] shows how regression equation might b j 'riv' . I n -h int 1 i: c int repr ent a 
project. The regression has been perforn cd u in th lounrithm r11 )j .ct cff rt on th y-axis and 
the logarithm of project size on the x-axi . Tran f rminc th lin ''ff uati n i d fin d as follows 
[2]: 
Log E = log a + b log S 
From the log domain to the real domain yields an e ponential relationship of the form [3]: 
E = aSb 




LogE =Iog a+Iogb kl S 
10 
Log a 
lK lOK lOOK lOOOK lOOOOK Lo (siz ) 
l M d I Figure .3 Regre i n rn cncratcd • r 
If size w re the accurate pr diet r ri r the cff rt, th n c ry p int in the graph uld Ii n th 
line of the quati n with a re idual err r r 0 [3). H w vcr, data is ft.en highly k ' r 
in tanc , m dule izc data t nd t be igni ficantly k w cl t th right duet th influ n fa 
few very large module [ ]. 1 hen t step in rcgrc i n-bascd m d Ii t id ntif th that 
ausc variation b itw 'en pr 'di ·t id and ·1 tu al 
imilar-siz d proj cl is c plained b th' 
ariati n in th required 
r the pr grarnrning t 111 [ ). 
r 
analysi · an h 'Ip in id nti r in , th' ud liti nal 1 urun clcr <111d acids the. c as t lrh r and 










experience, then a weight may define for "low" xp en 'n un i 'r 1 ) .nrs is l .• , "rn di um" (8 
to 10 years) as 1.0 and "high' (more than I y ars) as 0. 7. he w hould b based on 
empirical data, not on expert judgement. Th v 'i rht nrc 1~ i lice t th rizht-hand side of the 
effort equation which yielding a model of th form [ ] 
where F is the effort adjustment factor computed as the product of the cost driver value. This 
computation of Fis valid only when the individual adjustment factors are independent [3]. 
3.3 Problems With Existing Modeling Methods 
Conte, Dunsmore and hen [3] and Pleeger [3] have surveyed the effort prediction litcratur , nl 
to find disappointing reports of model accuracy [3]. reder and hi c llcague itcd alrn t (\, 
dozen studi s f modcl a curacy n ting that thes valuati ns take nc f tw ri rm 1.1: 
1. The study applied a model to past pr j ct data fr m a number f 1 r jc t , an l 
compared the actual effort with predicted effort. 
2. The study used a selection of models to estimate effort ( r durati n) ri r a parti ular 
project or product. 
From the first case, the actual values arc diff rent f rm th prcdi l d value , n v h n nil th 
input values are kn wn. In the c nd case, the diff r nt m del give diff r nt r ult f r th 
same inputs. All of the tudics ab vc h w a Icar pi turc rm dcl in uni ien . Th r ar 
several rea ons why the i ting m dels arc in ufficicnt and th car di cu d in the b I ' . 
3.4. l Model trucrur \ 
M t r s 'Hr .hcrs agr \ thut the Sil'. or th' pr du l is the k 'Y l d 'I .rrninc th ff rt rcquir d t 










an exponent band a multiplicative term a. Mo l model \l hi ch th' .tfort is pr i rti nal to iz , 
include an adjustment of scale (b slightly gr atcr thnn I) productive 
than small ones [3]. Many model build r f cl that th furati n f ~ r j t i proportional to the 
effort. Table 3.9 [3] shows the exponential term in ff rt-durati nm d ls. 
Table . 
xponcntial Term in Effort-Duration Models 
Dataset B c(b} >O =0.333 Projects 
Bailey-Basili 0.167 0.076 Yes No 19 
Belady-Lehman 0.420 0.046 Yes Yes 33 
Yourdon 0.252 0.080 Yes Yes 17 
Wingfield l.016 0.625 No - 15 
Kemerer 0.315 0.158 No - 15 
Boehm 
-All 0.375 0.031 Yes Yes 6_ 
--- - -Organic 0.438 0.074 Yes Yes 2. - - -- - -Scmi-dctachcd 0.458 0.054 Ye No I 
- -Ernbedded 0.400 0.057 Ye Y ·s 28 
- - - Kitchcnharn-Taylor 0.262 0.262 Yes cs .. 
Putnam's model implies that decre ing duration will incrca e ff rt and incrca ing duruti n v ith 
decrease the effort. B chm' m del n the th r hand a urnc that incr a ing r d 
th duration f development time will increa the pr j ct cff rt. Th mpiri al r ult by .1 ITi r 
have added more c nfu i non thi matter. 11 al ulatcd thee tent chedul mpr i n and 
mparing th effort compression for a number and then n truer d a catt r pl 
tw . The r ulting graph includ d schcdulc-c mpr 
compres ed, contradicting b th the chm and Putnam m del f ). M 
du t the input param 't rs, whi h ur , diff ult l a e accurately at the tart I th pr j t. 










3.4.2 Overlay Complex Models 
Some of the models include the adju trn nt fa t rs u h As 
technology factors to improve the accuracy r c timat ,. H 
fallen short of its pr misc: 
t drivers and SLIM's 
r th s adjustment factors have 
1. Application of the 0 OMO cost drivers does not ah a s improve the accuracy of estimates 
[3]. 
2. It is not easy to obtain an accurate estimate of the technology factor and SLIM estimates are 
extremely sensitive to the technology factor [3]. 
3. The cost drivers are not independent but they are treated as if they were by COCOMO and 
similar models. This situation leads to inappropriate multiplication f c t driv r and 
equations that are likely to be unstable when applied to data sets other than the n from 
which they were d riv d [3]. 
4. ost driver values are usually based on subjective assessments 
factors (such as personnel experience) on ov rail pr ject effort. lt is difficult t 
different people asses the factor consistently and the fact r are a c cd by th m I 'I u r 
in the way that was intended by them del pr ducer [3]. 
r. rn 
5. urr nt m dels include many adju tmcnt fact r , all wing the e tirnat r t ith man 
different types r pr jcct, H w v r, the pr j ct un lcrtak n by a i ngl d lopm nt gr up 










3.4.3 Product Size Estimation 
Most models require an estimate f pr du t iz in rd er t ' tim t th ffort required to 
complete a project. Size is the most important incl • t drix r and a good effort estimate 
depends on good size estimation. btaining g d iz tim ti n i difficult and often led to a 
wide margin of uncertainly. OM and LTM m d l r quir size in lines of code (LOC). 
Evidence has shown that estimates oflines of code can be inaccurate [3]. 
Size can be estimated in different views of the structure of the software. Some estimate the size 
of a system as a whole. While others break a system up into components where the size are 
estimated separately. 
3.4.4 Providing Exact Values For Inputs 
Most models require exact values for input in estimating. Major pr blcms that i l in u h 
model is that the difficulty f pr j ct rnanag r t pr vid accurate r xa l valu for input. 
Thcr are studies of model accuracy stated that these cvaluati ns take ne f two f rms f 1 l. 
1. The study applied a model to past project data from a number of proj t and mpar cl t th 
actual effort with predicted effort. The actual values arc different fr m the Ir di t d alu 
even when all the input values arc known [1]. 
2. The study needs a selection f model t stimat off rt r durati n fi r a parti ular pr j t r 
product. The differ nt m dcl giv very different re ult fi r thc amcinput[I]. 
The output from such models may I ad t verconfidcnce in accuracy and pr i i n f th re ult. 
For example, th dep nd nt variable i predi l d as 7121. per n h ur , th r a ri k that 
would lead lo d 'V .lopm mt Lim' being wa tcd in vcr tirnat and rcquir m nt remaining 
unfulfill 'd r lh pr j · l • in 1 ·r · II .du] · l 11. 'I h .rcf re, it pi tur th in u f i f th 










3.5 Alternative Measure for Cost Estimation 
Most software effort modeling tcchniqu r Ii d n nl )' rithmi m ethod . ln this method, the 
researchers have to examine data from pa t pr ~ t nnd er '11 'mt quations from them to predict 
effort and cost for future project . inc , this m th n mpirical data to be mapped with 
the equation, researchers arc looking for th r t hniqu to produce good effort estimation. One 
alternative is the fuzzy logic. 
The use of fuzzy logic for software metrics cost estimation model [1,19,29,30,31,32,33] seems to 
be appropriate for using the existing expert knowledge from project managers. They use some 
form of expert judgement as part of the project planning. A project manager may specify a 
project as small, medium or large. This can be represented as fuzzy variables and fuzzy rules to 
derive some prediction for the output. Tills approach is demonstrated in figure 3.4 [29,31,32]. 
In this example, numerical values are provided for data model size (30), number 
and process rn dcl izc (74). These values are plotted n th member hip run ti n v ith th 
height of intersection with the membership curve indicating the degree whi h th V ilu 
belongs to the respective label. Figure 3.4 [29,31,32] shows th values arc plott 'U n th ir 
respected functions. 
f )111p11C \ 111 .11hh" 
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The data model size function indicates an int r 
truth-value for both levels ofl gic i t a dcgr 
an intersection between small and medium, 
degree of 0.5. The final functi n, which i th 
section and is given truth-value or0.8. 
ti n b ctw zcn m xiium mi larg . Therefore, the 
f 0. . Th' numl er f r n function indicates 
truth- alu ti r both I vels of logic is to a 
nl , int rsects inside the small 
The truth-values arc then used in the fuzzy rule. The degree of memberships in each category will 
determine how much weight is needed to be given to the fuzzy rule. The consequences of each 
rule are then combined to produce a single output value indicated as 254. This process is called 
defuzzification. 
3.6 Summary 
In summary, alth ugh prcgr s ha been made in s rt ware c t e tirnati 11, the bigg t Ii ff ult 
in using today's software cost models is in the dcterminati n f the cstimat . -. 
requires an estimate of the number of source or object instruct: n to be dcvcl p 'd and thi an l 
extremely di fficult to determine. The primary implication of this situati n is that th r 1 n 
magic formula that will provide an accurate estimate of the s Itwarc sizing. 
The major benefit f go d s [lwarc c t e tirnati n 111 d I i that it pr vide ar and nt 
issues, which arise throughout the s fl war Ii fe cycle. ft help t e ti mat the f th 
development. A related benefit of the s flwar c t cstirnati n m del i that it thcr 
influential factors such as the us ft I , pr ~ ct complexity, per onnel c p n nc flv ar 
rcu e and development timer quired. Finally, the s flwarc c st c timati n pr id an ab Jut I 












In this chapter, we will look into the ideas of fuzzy logic in handling real world uncertainty. We 
review some of the essential characteristics of fuzzy sets, its properties and operations. The types 
of inference method and defuzzification process are addressed at the end of this chapter. 
4.1 Overview of Fuzzy Logic 
In the real world, information is often ambiguous or imprecise. Statement like the weather is 
warm and the program is very complex, are difficult to interpret. Jn this case, human reasoninz i 
needed in order to arrive at particular conclusions. Computer programs with fuzzy logi ar 
useful when dealing with the impreciseness of information. In other word , fuzzy 1 gi i n 
organised method for dealing with imprecise data. 
Lukasiewiez [10,11,12,34,35] (the inventor o[ reverse Polish notation) has pr p s d fuzz 
systems in the 1920s. He studied the mathematical representation of fuzzy terms such a 'larg ', 
"warm" and "fast". From his understanding, these terms can be mapped int th two-valu [O 1 ]. 
He also extended the range of truth-values to all real numb rs in the range of 0 to l and u d 
these to represent the possibility theory whether the statement was tru r fa! 
[10,11,12,13,34,35]. For example, the possibility that a size fa pr jcct is larg might b t t a 
value of 0.8. 
In 1965, Zadeh have extended the possibility theory into a formal system of math mati al I g, 
He pr po d valuable c ncept for working with fuzzy natural languag t rm . This nc I gi f r 
representing and manipulating fuzzy terms was called fuzzy lo ic [13,35]. fuzz logi 
i a branch r 1 i that u 'O' ti ·gr ics f mcrnb rship in els rather than a tri t tru r fa! 









defined between conventional evaluation like ye r no, Im' r 1'1\s' 'I' [ L, ,24,25,26,35]. 
The manipulation terms like very large mall 'H1 siruult ne usly b en to belong 
,- ,-6, 5]. It is a superset of 
nc pt of partial truth - truth 
5]. 
partially to two or more different contradi 
conventional (Boolean) logic that has b n xt nd d t 
values between "completely true" and" ompl 1 I fal 
4.2 Fuzzy Sets 
In mathematics, a set is simply a collection of objects. The objects can either belong to the sets or 
do not belong to the set. It is similar to the logic in statement which can either be true or false. A 
fuzzy set is one to which objects can belong to different degree of membership. This theory is 
differ from the conventional classical set theory from one important concept: it allows each 
element of a given set to belong to that set to some degree which means each element eith r full 
belongs to the set or is completely excluded from the set [24,27]. 
Suppose X = {x} is a universe of discourse, a fuzzy set A in Xis defined as a ct of rd r i I 111-.: 
{(x, µA(x))} 
where x E X and µA : X ~ [O, 1] is the membership functi n of A; 
µA (x) e [O, I] is the grade of rncrnb r hip f x in A, fr 111 0 for c mplct ly n t bcl ng t th 
to l for completely belong to the ct. [22,23,27,34]. 
A fuzzy set in a finit univcr c of di c ur c 1 nvenicntly dcfin d a f llow : 
A=µ (x1)/x1 + ... + µ (xn) tx; 










For example, ifX = {l,2, ... ,10}, th n a fuzzy 't "lnruc nurul r" may b given as A= "large 
number"= 0.2/6 + 0.517 + 0.8/8 1 I + I /I 0 to be m nut 1. : and l ar "larg numbers", 8 is 
a large number to a degree of 0.8, 7 i a larg numb er t n of 0.5 and 6 is a large number 
to a degree of 0.2. lt is convenient t u ntati n of the membership function of a 






Figure 4.1 Membership function of a fuzzy set 
4.2.1 Basic Properties of Fuzzy Sets 
A fuzzy set A in Xis empty, A= 0, if and only if µA(x) = 0, Vxe X [2 ]. Tw fuzzy 
in X are equal, 









4.2.2 Basic Operations on Fuzzy Sets 
The basic operations on fuzzy ct ar 1'11 ornpl im mt int rs tion and umon, as in the 
conventional set theory. The cornplcm nt of a (uz • ct \. in X, .., , is defined as follows: 
µ ...,A(x) = 1 - µA(x) VxE 
and it corresponds to the negation 'not". 
The intersection of the two fuzzy sets A, Bin X, An Bis defined as follows: 
where "1·!' is the minimum and it corresponds to the connective "and". 
The uni n f the two fuzzy sets, A, B in X, A + is defined as f II ws: 
where "v" is the maximum and it corresponds to the connective" r". 
Some researchers have expl r d the use or oth r intcrpretati n 
operations [28]. Here is the example or fuzzy set, TA L and 
function: 
r the AN R and 
d fin d by th m rnb r hi 
I, 
if hcighux) < 5 ft., 
if 5 fl.< height ( ) <"- 7 n., 
if heighu ) > 7 n.: 












if agc(x) < I r. 
if I yr. = au x) - )0) '. 
i rag (x) 0 ·. 1 
old (x) = { 0, 
(age(x)-18 yr.)/42 yr., 
And for compactness let 
a= X is TALL and X is OLD 
b = X is TALL or Xis OLD 
c =not Xis TALL 
Then we can compute the following values. 
height age Xis TALL Xis OLD a b c 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
3' 2" 65? 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 
5' 5" 30 0.21 0.29 0.21 0.29 0.79 
5' 9" 27 0.38 0.21 0.21 0.38 0.62 
5' 10" 32 0.42 0.33 0.33 0.42 0.58 
6' l" 31 0.54 0.31 0.31 0.54 0.46 
7' 2" 45? 1.00 0.64 0.64 1.00 0.00 
3' 4" 4 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 
4.3 Linguistic Variables 
Fuzzy logic is primarily concerned with quantifying and rcas ning about agu r fuzz t rm 
that appear in our natural language. Jn fuzzy I gic, these fuzzy terms ar r Ii rr d t a lingui ti 
variables l24]. 
-or 'XU!11pl ' i11 the 'tut 111 'nt II pc ·d r the rnputcr is fa t," a re a in g th t th i m Ii d 










values for speed such as very slow, slow, rn dium, f'n t nnd x 'r tnst. ho lingui tic values are 
interpreted as specific fuzzy numbers in whi h th' nines ire r al numb r within a specific 
range. This is shown in figur 4.2[24]. 
Very Slow low M dium Fast Very Fast 
0 
10 22 32 45 55 67 77 90 100 
Figure 4.2 Linguistic Values For Linguistic Variable peed 
The examples r linguistic values above show how speed of c mputcr is ex pre d. 
Linguistic variables in fuzzy rules or fuzzy propositions arc u d in the fuzzy yst '111. Furth r 
example of this is shown below [24). 
IF speed is slow 
THEN the acceleration is high 
The range of possible value r a linguistic variable is call cl the variable' um verse r di ur . 
For example, we might give the value r the variable sp eel in the range of 0 to I 00 mph. h 










4.3.1 Linguistic Expressions 
Linguistic expressions arc the cxprcs ion xampl [27]: 
"inventory is low and d mand is high 
"inventory is low or demand is high' or 
"inventory is not low" 
where "inventory" and "demand" are nouns and "low" and "high" are adjectives. In the 
terminology of fuzzy set theory [27], the nouns are linguistic variables while the adjectives are 
the linguistic values. A metalinguistic expression is a mapping from natural language to a 
symbolic language. For example, the metalinguistic forms of the linguistic expressions above ar : 
X1 is A AND X2 is B, 
X1 is A OR X2 is B, 
X1 is NOT A, 
where X1 and X2 are the metalinguistic representations of the lingui tic variubl , A an I B 11' th 
metalinguistic representations of the linguistic values, and AN , R and N arc th 
metalinguistic reprc cntations of the linguistic connectives [27]. ln h rt fi rm th 
metalinguistics are represented by "A AND B," "A ORB," and "N 1 /\". 
4.4 Propositions Of Fuzzy Logic 
Fuzzy propositions are creat d using individual fuzzy sets or group f fuzzy t [IO]. he 
power f fuzzy I gic c me from its ability t r pre cnt vague and ubj ti 
concepts an; 'cncrally ixpressed as linguistic variable . Instead f d loping pr p iti n 
whi Ii cl pend on the mnthcmuti ·al variul lcs, fuzzy pr p siti n u lingui ti vari bl 










created that reason in more human way and a i er t uni erst ind n i maintain. For example, a 
rule in effort prediction might read: 
fF projectjsize is small 
THEN effort is small 
This rule is easy to understand in the context of effort prediction. 
Fuzzy propositions represent statements like "project complexity is high" where "high" is a 
linguistic value, defined by a fuzzy set on the universe of discourse of project complexity. Fuzzy 
propositions is the basis of fuzzy logic and can be combined by logical connectives like and, or 
and not. 
In fuzzy logic, the truth of propositions is expressed by a fuzzy set through its memb r hip 
function. A proposition is true or false in two-valued logic while in many-valued I gi and fuzz r 
logic, a proposition pis true to a degree. Linguistic variable in pr p siti n may b m difi db 
linguistic modifiers such as usually, most and very. This is denoted by . Prop) ition: mn b 
quantified by the fuzzy concept truth and a fuzzy truth is den tcd by T [251. 
In the following are the important propositions involving the fuzzy sets f25] 
A= { (x, µA(x)) } and B = { {y, µa(Y)) } 
I. x =A 
Proposition in canonical form. For example, Proton Wira is a fast car. 
2. x = mA 










3. Qx's are A's 
Quantified propo iti n by the fuzzy quanti fi rm , t. ' r x rmpl , Mo t cars are fast. 
4. xis A is T 
Qualified proposition by the fuzzy ct tru . F r 'amp] , Proton Wira is a fast car is true. 
5. If xis A then y is B 
Conditional proposition by if-then. For example, If a car is fast then the acceleration is high. 
4.5 Fuzzy Rules 
A fuzzy rule associates a condition about linguistic variables to a conclusion. R a onins u inn 
fuzzy rule enables an inference to be made from a fuzzy rule ven when the rule' nditi n i 
only partially satisfied. The degree of the input data matches the c ndition inn 1T d b th fuzz 
rule. The higher the matching degree is, the closer is the inferred n lu: ion I th nil '. 
consequent. 
Fuzzy rules have to be represented by an implication functi n 111 rdcr t r a n ith fuzz I gi 
Fuzzy implication ha the same function as the ela sical irnpli ati n in the la i al logi . hi 
implication in classical logic is denoted by [25] 
A~B 
which can be represented in the statement a 










In fuzzy logic, this type of statement i r ferr d to A fuz . i r-th in st 11 m nt f fuzzy rules. The 
If part is the antecedent and the then is th 
the fuzzy if-then statement consist or fuzzy prop siti n us d rib d in section 4.4. The 
antecedent can contain a combination of pr po iti ns b m an of th logical connectives "and" 
and "or". It is also possible that a fuzzy propo ition i ba d on a negation. 
A fuzzy rule relates two fuzzy propositions using logical connectives. The example of this is 
shown below: 
if project_size is small 
and project_ complexity is low 
then effort is low 
4.6 Fuzzification 
Fuzzification is a process of decomposing a system input and/or output int one r m r run 1 
sets. Many types of curves can be used to represent fuzzy sets but trian iular r trap v. iclnl h 1p i 
membership functions are the most common. The fundamental idea r th pro 
Iuzzification is it allows the inputs and output to be expressed in lingui tic t rm. •i iur 4. 
a fuzzy set for input with triangular membership (uncti n . A fuzzy ct f h ight ha ba i all 
three linguistic values: short, medium and tall. 
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A person about 60 inches tall or less is definitely h rt and the d gr m mb rship in short is 1 
and the degree of membership in medium and tall i 0. A p r n about 62 inches tall may be 
medium with degree of membership of 0.38 but c uld al b hort in degree of membership of 1. 
4. 7 Fuzzy Inference Method 
Inferencing is a process where the relationship between the fuzzy proposition to specific values 
of the input variables is applied to compute the values of the output variables. Consider a fuzzy 
rule as follows: [26] 
IF X is A THEN Y is B 
This rule establishes a relationship between the two propositions. Fuzzy inference attempt t 
establish a belief in a rule's conclusion given that available evidence on the rul ' prcmi . Th 
two most popular fuzzy inference techniques used in practice arc max-min inf r n c and max- 
product inference methods. These two fuzzy inference techniques will be discussed further in th 
next section. 
4.7.1 Max-Min Inference Method 
Max-min inference uses min as the implication operator for the implication function and a max 
operator for the aggregation. That is as follows: [26] 
mij =truth( a, ~ bj) = min (a., bj) 
bj = max { min (a., mij) } 










Figure 4.4 shows a schematic representation f fuzz infcrcn ' u inu th max-min inference 
method. Jn the event, the input of a rule repr nt a fuz r n ing, n id r th rul IF A THEN 
B, and a fuzzy reading of A designated as A'. We can imp! tak th int r ction of the two as 
our input, min ( a'i, a.) to induce the fuzzy set B'. 





Figure 4.4 Max-min inference [26] 
4.7.2 Max-Product Inference Method 
The max-product inference method is another commonly applied inference method. Max-produ 
inference uses the standard product as the implication operator when forming the component of 
M [26]: 
Figure 4.5 illustrated the max-product inference technique. Max-min inference produces a 
clipped version ofB while the max-product inference technique produces a scaled version f B. 
Rulo A B 
IFA 
TH N 8 
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Defuzzification is the process of converting each conclusion btained by the inference engine, 
which is expressed in terms of a fuzzy set to a singl crisp alue. There are several methods to 
perform the defuzzification process such as, center of area method and mean of maxima method. 
The methods of defuzzification take into consideration the shape of the clipped fuzzy numbers, 
height of the clipped triangular, complexity of computations and closeness to central triangular 
fuzzy numbers. Some of the most popular defuzzification methods are the center of area method 
and the mean of maxima method. 
4.8.1 Center Of Area Method 
This method is sometimes known as the center of gravity method or centroid method. The nt r 
of gravity method is one of the most widely used techniques since it has some advantages. Th 
defuzzified value tends to move smoothly around the output fuzzy region [26j. In this method, 
the defuzzification value, z, is defined as the value within the range of variable V for which the 
area under the graph of membership function c is divided into equal sub-areas. The dcfuzzi fi d 
value is calculated by the formula [26]: 
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Figure 4.6 Center Of Gravity Method [26] 
4.8.2 Mean Of Maxima Method 
The defuzzified value z0 is an average of the elements which reach the maximal grade in output 
fuzzy set C. The defuzzified value is calculated by the formula as follows: [26] 
where 
z i is an element giving the maximal grade 
m is the number of such maximal elements. 
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Fuzzy logic was proposed by Lofti A. Zadeh of the Uni r it f alifornia at Berkeley in 1965. 
It is logic of approximate reasoning, which provides the m an to represent and reasoning with 
vague or ambiguous terms in a computer. A linguistic variable is a term used in our natural 
language that describes a concept that has vague fuzzy rules. Variables in the fuzzy logic are 
often referred as fuzzy variables. These variable values are represented using fuzzy sets which 
map sets of elements to a degree of belief that the elements belongs to the fuzzy set. In classical 
logic, the truth-values are represented by the crisp set [O, 1] (true, false). While in fuzzy logic, the 
truth-values are represented by membership-values namely, the real numbers in the interval [0,1]. 
An element has a membership of 1 when it is definitely a member (true) or 0 when it is definitely 
not a member (false). A membership between 0 and 1 indicates the degree of membership of the 
element in the set. 
Fuzzy logic deals well with uncertain and subjective data. These characteristics suggest that 
fuzzy logic can be used for effort prediction. The uncertainty comes from the in flucntial fact r 
to cost estimation model such as experience, size of the project, complexity of the project, use f 
tools, software reliability and total development time. ach factor is therefore represented as a 











FUZZY LOGIC APPROACH TO EFFORT 
PREDICTION MODEL 
Several algorithmic models have been proposed to estimate software costs and other management 
parameters. In chapter 3, the existing traditional cost estimating models such as COCOMO, 
Function Points and SLIM have been reviewed. As discussed earlier, early prediction of 
completion time is absolutely essential for proper advanced planning. In this case, fuzzy logic 
model is used as alternative approach for effort prediction [l, 15,29,30,31,32]. It used some form 
of expert judgement as part of the prediction. The model of the fuzzy logic to effort prediction 
has been proposed in this chapter. We will look into the input values and the tasks involved in 
developing the fuzzy model. 
5.1 Fuzzy Logic Effort Prediction Model 
Generally, cost models have to be developed for estimation purpose. Actual cost estimation 
depends on the effectiveness and accuracy of the cost model employed. Thus, the parameters 
used (such as size of the project) in the cost model must be quantifiable or can easily be 
measured. The problem associated with the parameters employed in the cost model is that, many 
of them cannot easily be quantified or measured. The best example for this is the experience of 
the programmer and the complexity of the product. It is almost impossible to measure experience 
or complexity using percentage r with any mathematical measurement. As such the fuzzy logic 
model, which i empiri ally based n reasoning process of a human expert within a specified 









for software metric modeling seems to be appropriat b u in' the exp rt kn wl dge available 
from developers and project managers [29, I 2). Fu7.Z lo Yi in rp rat a imp le rule-based 
IF ... AND ... THEN approach in solving problem rath r than alt mpting to model a system 
mathematically [29]. 
A fuzzy logic model consists of three components [31). The first component is the fuzzification 
process where the membership functions defined on the input variables are applied to their actual 
values, to determine the degree of truth for each rule premise. The second component is the if- 
then rule base, which can be obtained from expert's understandings of the relationships being 
modeled. The input membership degree will be mapped between the output membership 
function. The greater the input membership the stronger the rule fires the output membership 
functions. There are several consequent of rules fires and different output membership could be 
contained. Therefore, a defuzzification is carried out. The defuzzification is the third component 
that combines the outputs into a single label or numerical value as required. Figure 5.1 [31] 
shows the architectural off uzzy system. 
INPUT ___. FUZZIFICATJON 
I 1RUT_,E BASE 
I ~EFUZZIF[CATlON IJJJ> OUTPUT 
Figure 5.1 An Architectural Of Fuzzy System 
iven a ct or crisp inputs that represent the fuzzificati n process converts them into appropriat 
fuzzy sets and dct enuinc their d 'grc<.: or membership in those sets. Then, the rule ba ill u 










and therefore may be evaluated in parallel [31]. Th utput nrc a set f fuzzy t d fined on the 
universe of possible outputs. These fuzzy outputs ar d fuzzifi cd t a n mt th crisp outputs. 
Fuzzy logic model uses a traditional logic theory in mod ling a r al-world system. A statement 
such as: 
IF (project size is small) 
THEN (effort required is small) 
would need quantitative definitions for terms. This kind of statement cannot be interpreted in 
traditional logic. However, fuzzy logic which is based on reasoning process of a human expert, 
has no problem in interpreting such a statement. 
5.2 Variables 
The dependent variable that is going to be predicted, is the effort required for development or a 
project. Effort is normally predicted in person months. It is vital to track the effort for the purpose 
of planning the resources and estimating project needs [19,36,37]. There arc many independent 
variables that can influence the effort required such as the size of the project, project complexity, 
scheduled development time, management commitment, management and employee capabilities, 
software reliability, use of software tools etc. However, many of these variables arc subjecti e 
and difficult to measure [19], which cannot be represented by mathematical figure. 
Jn order to address this problem fuzzy logic approach was introduced. Fuzzy logic approach is 
seen and understood as a better alternative as project managers can fairly specify independent 
variables in software metrics models using linguistic labels in the early stages of stimation 
[32, 9]. Recognizing this approach, our fuzzy logic model uses three independent variables for 










1. The size of the project 
2. The complexity of the project 
3. The scheduled development time 
The first factor affecting predicting effort is the size of the proj ct. The measurement of the size 
is important because the amount of effort required to perform most tasks is directly related to the 
size of the program involved [37]. This effect seems reasonable when the project size increases, 
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Figure 5.2 Relationship between Effort, Size and Development Time. 
The second independent variable is the complexity of the project. It is obvious that some projects 
are more complex. For example, development for communications software will likely to ha ea 
greater complexity than software development for payroll processing. This independent variable 
also give data on the complexity of the s ftwarc code. As the complexity of the soflwar 










Lastly, the development time is a factor that mea urc the pr j' t c nstrnint . 1 f th development 
schedule of the software project is highly con train d, th n th' v 1 pm nt effort will tends to 
be high. The purpose of development time measurern nt i t Im k th p rformance of the project 
team toward meeting the committed schedule. Th data from thi measure helps management to 
predict if the original planned delivery dates can be met [37]. Figure 5.3 [37] shows the 
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Figure 5.3 Relationship between Effort and Development Time 
The purpose of having independent variables to fuzzy logic system is to handle fuzzy linguistic 
variables for each independent variable. The values of the linguistic variables are represented in 
the fuzzy sets. A fuzzy set is a function that has several values in a given interval like the unit 
interval [ 13]. Suppose for example the complexity of the project can be identified as one of the 
following linguistic values: low, medium and high. Each linguistic value is assigned to a degree 
of membership in a fuzzy set. The vagueness and imprecision of the fuzzy linguistic variables 
are characterized by numerical values using the respective fuzzy sets. The numerical values 
represent the input values for the fuzzy logic effort prediction. 
The fuzzy mod ·I f r ff rt prcdi tion is based on fuzzy logic estimating m thod . timates are 









example in estimating the size of the project, most model r ruirc nn cstimnt of siz of the 
project. But this is not measurable in early stage f th d vcloj m 'nl lif 1 l . Therefore, we 
need to estimate the size of the project. We could break th siz f th proj t into categories as 
shown in table 5,1 [36]. To make an estimate, one would judg "hi h of these categories most 
closely resembles. They should cover the entire span of e 'P t d proj ct sizes. 
Table5.1 
Fuzzy Logic Size Ranges 
Range Size-LOC Low-LOC High-LOC 
Very small 2,000 1,000 4,000 
Small 8,000 4,000 15 poo 
Medium 32PDO 16 POD 64POO 
High 128000 64 poo 256000 
Very high 512000 256000 1.02s poo 
The size ranges are subjective and relying mostly on expert judgement based on experience with 
projects similar characteristics to estimate the size of a project. It is intended for use very early in 
the software planning process, when the requirements are vague and the design is still undefined. 
Hence, in order to apply this estimating method, the project manager needs to make two general 
choices: the overall size of the proposed system and the range within that size [36]. 
5.3 Building Fuzzy Logic Effort Prediction Model 









• Task 1 : Define the linguistic variable 
• Task2 : Define the fuzzy sets 
• Task3 : Define the fuzzy rul s 
• Task 4 : Build the system 
5.3.1 Defining the Linguistic Variables 
In order to illustrate the design of fuzzy logic effort prediction model, the linguistic variables 
must first be defined. This task is accomplished by uncovering independent and dependent 
variables. These variables will represent universe of discourse and the fuzzy sets that defined on 
each of the variables. Generally, linguistic variable is the term used in natural language to 
describe some concept that usually has vague value. 
The fuzzy logic model has three independent variables and one dependent variable. The 
independent variables are the size, complexity and the scheduled development time of a project. 
The only dependent variable is the effort. The linguistic variables for fuzzy logic effort prediction 
model are shown in table 5.2. 
Table 5.2 
Linguistic Variables for Fuzzy Logic Effort Prediction Model 
Linguistic Variable Range 
Project Size OK To 512K 
Project omplexity 0 To 10 
Development Time 0 Months To 60 Months 
Effort 0 Man-Months To 1000 Man-Months 
5.3.2 Defining the Fuzzy Sets 
The next task is to define the fuzzy set on each linguistic variable. To carry out this task we 
need to illustrate a list of typical adjectives used with each linguistic variable. The list is shov n in 











Fuzzy Variables with Adj tivc 
Project Size Project Complexity D '101 ru mt Tim Effort 
Small Low Short Low 
Medium Medium M dium Medium 
Large High Long High 
One possible question that can be raised from the above table is "what is the development time 
that can be considered as short?" The answer can be around 3 to 10 months. This answer implies 
the vagueness. This question is used to map the development time values into their corresponding 
belief values. Fuzzy mapping can have a variety of shapes depending on how the information 
relates different domain values to belief values. A linear function such as triangular or trapezoidal 
shape provides an adequate mapping. Figure 5.4 through 5.7 show the fuzzy sets for all terms 
shown in table 5.3. 
Small Medium Large 
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Figure 5.4 Fuzzy Sets On Project Size 
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Short M dium Long 
15 30 60 45 
Figure 5.6 Fuzzy Sets On Development Time 
Medium High Low 
50 100 150 1000 
Figure 5.7 Fuzzy Sets On Effort 
The use of fuzzy sets permits us to write rules in easily understood word descriptors rather than in 
numerical values. In order to express a number in words, input numbers must be translated into 
degree of membership in fuzzy set of word descriptors. This is done by membership functions, 
which are easily comprehended when graphically displayed. The shape of the membership 











Consider a fuzzy set of the size of the proj ct with thr c m imb crs: ., I 
LARGE. The membership functions for this fuzzy ct micht I ok lik in th' figur 5. 
lUM and 
Small M dium Large 
0 
16K 20K 32K 128K 512K 
Figure 5.8 Membership Functions For A Fuzzy Set Of 
Size Of The Project. 
In figure 5.8, if the size of a project is about 16 KLOC (thousands of lines of source code) or I s 
it is definitely SMALL. The degree in SMALL is l and the degree in M DIUM and LAR 
zero. If the size of the project is about 20 KLOC, it has ambiguous descriptors and it could be 
SMALL with degree of membership about 0.7 but could also be MEDTUM with degree of 
membership of about 0.4. 
5.3.3 Defining Fuzzy Rules 
f n fuzzy logic, rules are also called "production rules" [28,38]. These rules are made up of the 
antecedent and consequent parts. Some problems produce many rules, only a few of which is 
actually used in fuzzy inference. This is because only pertinent rules arc considered, while the 
others are ignored. This process, in addition to simplifying the inference process, more closely 
res mblc the way human thinl . Fuzzy rules arc data-driven rules and they arc determined by the 










IF (the data meet certain specified conditions) 
THEN (take the specified actions) 
The IF part of a rule is called the antecedent and the THEN part is alled the consequent. 
Fuzzy rules used in this model are shown below: 
IF pro,ject_size is small 
AND project_complexity is low 
AND development_time is short 
THEN effort is low. 
IF project_size is small 
AND project_complexity is high 
AND development_time is short 
THEN effort is medium. 
IF project_size is medium 
AND project_complexity is medium 
AND development_ time is short 
THEN effort is high. 
The fuzzy input variables m the rules are project size, project_complexity and 
development_time. Fuzzy input variables always appear in rule antecedents. A rule consequent 
refers to one or more fuzzy output variables. The single fuzzy output variable is effort. 
The simplest antecedent is of the form "var is adj" where var is a variable name and adj is an 
adjective that applies t the variable var. In order to evaluate this antecedent, it is necessary to 
take the value or the member hip functi n at the current value of var. or e ample if 









not medium at all. In practice, the fuzzy set have mbin d using 
fuzzy operators such as AND. AND simply uses the minimum v "i• ht f ·111 th antecedents. The 
AND operator is consistent with the Boolean logic a illu trat cd in th tabl .4 [ ]. 
Table 5.4 
Logical AND Operator 
A B A AND B min(A,B) 
0 0 0 
0 1 0 
1 0 0 
I 1 1 
0.9 0.1 0.1 
5.3.4 Building the System 
After defining the fuzzy sets and fuzzy rules, we can now build the system. This task involves 
coding of the fuzzy sets and rules and procedures for performing fuzzy logic functions. The 
system is built using the Pro log programming language [ 40,41,42,43). Pro log is a logic-ba cd 
programming language, which consists of a series of rules and facts, expressed in the syntax of 
Pro log. The performance of the system is addressed in the next chapter. 
5.4 Advantages of Fuzzy Logic 
Fuzzy logic approach to software metrics effort prediction provides considerable benefits in 
terms of reducing commitment, the use of fuzzy labels as independent variables, making full use 
of knowledge and improving interpretability [1,31,32). 
5.4.1 Fuzzy Linguistic Variables as independent Variables 
Since th independent variables in the s ftwarc metric models such as complexity of the project 
and th' size or the projc t arc di Ificult t quanti Iy and only known to a rough degree, the use of 










classify the influential factors of effort prediction with rca nub!c I rv 'ls f 
example the linguistic variables for the effort predicti n ar th izc I the proj t, th complexity 
of the project, development time and effort. The valu of th fuzz 1 lin ui ti variables can be 
large, small, medium, low, high or long. These values will b mr pp d int fuzzy sets and the 
defuzzification process will be done to obtain one crisp output alu . 
5.4.2 Reducing Commitment through Fuzzy Outputs 
Estimating effort at the early stage of software development project is not realistic. Instead, a 
fuzzy system may be used to transform linguistic values or numerical values, indicating project 
size, project complexity and development time into an equally imprecise (but adequate for its 
purpose) label indicating predicted effort, for example very high. 
5.4.3 Better Use Of Knowledge and Data 
Since fuzzy logic can be initialized with expert rules, and given that the movement f 
membership functions and rules can be limited, it is possible that such a model wi II perform 
significantly better than alternatives such as regression models in small quantities of data [8). 
5.5 Summary 
Software cost estimation deals with vague concepts such as "siz of the project" and "complexity 
of the project" that are difficult to measure numerically. The use of fuzzy logic as alternative for 
software cost estimation can deal with these vague concepts using fuzzy linguistic variables. In 
this sense, instead of using numerical input, the project manager is able to define the input 
variables using linguistic terms such as high complexity or medium size of the project. It is 
considered that fuzzy system offers several benefit in terms of reducing commitment and 
making better use of knowledge and data. The motivation for this has been the difficulties faced 











SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION AND PERFORMANCE 
The cost influential factors in the existing cost estimation models are found to be imprecise and 
vague. However, fuzzy logic provides an easy way of dealing with the vagueness and 
impreciseness of the influential factors. It can be built with rules containing common sense 
concepts as "high", "medium" and "low" especially for applications where the input values are 
numerical. This chapter describes the implementation of fuzzy logic engine in predicting the 
effort, which is written in Prolog. The fuzzy logic engine includes methods to compile fuzzy 
rules, define the input values, define the fuzzy sets, execute the fuzzy rules and evaluate the value 
of fuzzy variables. Under this chapter, we will describe in more detail the development of FLEP 
program using the fuzzy logic approach and Amzi! Prolog tool. 
6.1 Tool Selection 
FLEP (Fuzzy Logic Effort Prediction) program is written in Prolog language. Prolog 
(PROgrarnming in LOGic) was created by Colmerauer and his colleagues at the University of 
Marseilles in 70s [40,41,42,43]. The difference between Prolog and other languages is that a 
Prolog program tells the computer what to do (a technique called declarative programming) while 
program in other languages tell the computer how to do (procedural programming). Generally, 
prolog is a logic-based computer, which allows the programmer to define rules, facts and makes 
queries. Jn English, facts are statement like 'The effort required is high' or 'The project size is 
small'. Rules are statements like 'If project size is small then effort required is low'. A rule is 
characterized by 'if and connecting some conclusion with one or more premise. Prolog deals 









Prolog system consists of Prolog interpreters and Prolo r om] ii 'rs. \n int rpr t r tor the 
program in a form like original text and translates them int in tru 'ti ns and fl tion , and it can 
be done repeatedly. A compiler translates aJI th sour int ma hin languag only once. 
This allows the code to be executed immediately without th int rpr tation tage. Interpreter is 
easy to implement but much slower than compilers b cause f th r p ated translation of the code 
that is necessary. 
Prolog offers several significant advantages in developing the fuzzy logic cost estimation 
program. First, the power of programming in Prolog is achieved by the use of rules [39,40]. The 
format of the rules is of course the rule language. Typically, they are expressed in an 'if-then' 
syntax. The rules refer to the data that are to be activated. There are three key technologies 
needed for implementing a rule 
• Language parsing tools for the rule language 
• Pattern-matching tools to determine if a rule can fire 
• Search mechanisms for efficiently finding the right rules 
While these tools can be developed in any language, they are an integral part or the Pro! 1 
language. 
Secondly, the data representation in Prolog [39,40]. Rules always express relationships between 
data elements. But how is the data represented? The simplest approach is by using attribute value 
pairs as shown in the example below: 
IF project size is large 
TH EN effort is high 
Project size attribute could have various size value . Attributes and their values can be ea ily 
repre cnt d u ing Prolog's built-in database. For example if the size of the project was 










Assert (known (projectsize, small)) 
For this reason, Prolog is used to build the fuzzy logic effort timati n program. We used Amzi! 
Prolog to write the fuzzy logic cost estimation program. mzi! Prolog is a powerful 
implementation of the Prolog language, this is because its integrat d development environment 
(IDE) which includes an editor, interpreter (listener) and debugger for developing Prolog 
modules and a compiler, projects and linker for deploying them. Figure 6.1 shows the Amzi! 
Pro log Architecture [ 40). 
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0 Developers 0 0 
Development Tools: 




Figure 6.1 Amzi! Prolog Architecture 
Amzi! Prolog has a user-friendly IDE with a concise and well-organized documentation. It is 
embedded in a powerful programming nvironment [ 40). 
6.2 Fuzzy Logic Approach With Amzi! Prolog 
The program flow chart given in figure 6.2 shows how the Arnzi! Prolog is being used in the 















Effort Prediction Value 
End 
Figure 6.2 Flow hart Of Fuzzy Logic Cost Estimation Program. 
Jn the input variables cost factors process, the user will enter the value of the size of the project, 
the project complexity and total development time. The entered input variables will then be 
fuzzified. Fuzzification process is the process of dee rnposing the input variables into one or 
more fuzzy sets. The input variabl s will be fuzzified into a different degree of membership 
function in ca h fuzzy s ·t. A degree of member ·hip in a set is based on a scale from 0 to I with 










membership functions ofa given input variable, which ha be n nfigur din th fuzzy ts. The 
membership functions can have different shapes but th m t mm n f rm ar triangular and 
trapezoid. 
The process of fuzzification allows the input variabl s to b xpr d in linguistic terms so those 
rules can be applied in a simple manner. After the inputs have been decomposed into fuzzy sets, a 
set of rules is generated to govern the program for each combination of inputs. Each rule consists 
of a condition and an action where the condition is interpreted from the input and the output is 
determined from the output of the fuzzy set. 
Defuzzification is required to convert the fuzzy result into one exact output value which is done 
by computing the centroid of the membership function of the output fuzzy set. Effort prediction 
value is the fuzzy output variable. 
6.3 The Fuzzy Logic Effort Prediction Program 
It is necessary to define th linguistic operators that are used to define fuzzy rule before coding. 
Linguistic operators are words used to define conditions, conclusion and negations in fuzzy rule , 
which is defined as prefix and infix. This avoids the use of lots of brackets and makes the fuzzy 
rules easier to write and understand. As shown below, the linguistic operators arc defined by 
using the 'op' built-in predicate. 
'Yo Linguistic Operator Definitions 
:- op(700, xfx, is). 
:- op(720, xfy, and). 
:- op(740, xfy, or). 
:- op(760, xfx then). 










The 'if is for constructing rules and it is prefix that pr 1111 and the 
conclusion. The premises and the conclusion are conn t .d b t11' infix op rat r 'th n' which 
comes between them. When there is more than one premi , th r are j in d b th infix operator 
'and'. 
6.3.1 Defining Fuzzy Sets 
A fuzzy set has a degree of membership for each value in its domain. The degree of membership 
is given by the membership function, which has a value between 0 and 1. The interpretations, 
which have value of 0, means no membership and 1 denotes complete membership and a value in 
between them denotes a partial or uncertained membership. The membership functions can have 
different shapes. In this case, the trapezoid and triangular forms are used. The fuzzy sets can be 
the project_size, project_complexity, development_time or effort. Below is the example of how 
the fuzzy sets are defined: 
Fuzzy_set(Name, Set, Type, A, B, C, D) 
This function provides a hook for creating a user-defined fuzzy set. The parameters arc totally 
user-defined. The 'Name' contains an identifier denoting a user-defined name for the fuzzy ct 
such as project_size, project_complexity, development_time and effort. The 'Set' is the name of 
the qualifier such as small, medium and large. 'Type' is the shape that is used to implement the 
qualifiers. fn this case, tp (trapezoidal), at (ascending trapezoidal/triangular) and dt (desc nding 
trapezoidal/triangular) forms are used. The geometrical shape of the trapezoid and triangular are 











Values of A, and 
Trapezoidal Trinn ular 
A Minimum Value A Minimum Value 
B Left Shoulder B Center 
c Right Shoulder c Center 
D Maximum Value D Maximum Value 
The definition of a fuzzy set may also include a definition of the range of 'crisp' values that it 
may take. The range of project_size for effort estimation may be defined as being between 0 and 
512K (measured in thousand of lines of code). The project_size of the effort estimation is 
normally described using the adjectives such as small, medium and large. In order to implement 
any qualifier, we need to define it for the 'project_size' fuzzy set. The definition of the qualifier 
usually involves trapezoid, triangular and linear shape. The following defines the fuzzy set for 
project size. 
fuzzy_ set( project_ size, small, tp, 0.0, 0.0, 16.0, 32.0 ). 
fuzzy _set( project_size, medium, tp, 16.0, 32.0, 128.0, 512.0 ). 
fuzzy _set( project_size, large, at, 128.0, 512.0, 0.0, 0.0 ). 
The 'project_complexity' input can also be defined in a similar way. The project_complexity of 
the effort estimation is normally described using the adjectives: low, medium and high. The range 
of project complexity may be defined as being between 0 to 10. The result is the following 
definition for the 'project_compiexity' fuzzy set: 
fuzzy _set( project_complexity, low, dt, 0.0, 5.0, 0.0, 0.0 ). 
fuzzy _set( project_complexity, medium, tp, 0.0, 5.0, 5.0,10.0 ). 









Another input for this program is 'development time', whi h an l ' 1 cfincd in a imilar way. The 
adjectives for the development_time are short, medium and I nc 111 i th range of it may be 
defined as being between 0 to 60. The following d finiti n arc th result for the 
'development_time' fuzzy set: 
fuzzy_set(development_time, short, tp, 0.0, 0.0, 15.0, 30.0 ). 
fuzzy_ set( development_ time,medium, tp,15.0,30.0,45.0,60.0 ). 
fuzzy _set( development_ time, long, at, 45.0, 60.0, 0.0, 0.0 ). 
The final fuzzy set in this program is the 'effort' which is the output of the fuzzy set. We define 
the range for the 'effort' as being between 0 and 1000 and the adjectives for the effort are low, 
medium and high. This time we will also need to consider how to return a 'crisp' value from the 
variable at the end of the fuzzy program. As a reasonable starting point we will use the default 
'centroid' method. This results in the following definition for the 'effort' fuzzy set: 
fuzzy _set( effort, low, tp,0.0, 0.0, 50.0, 100.0 ). 
fuzzy_set( effort, medium, tp, 50.0, 100.0, 1.50.0, 1000.0 ). 
fuzzy_set( effort, high, at, 150.0, 1000.0, 0.0, 0.0 ). 
6.3.2 Defining Fuzzy Rules 
The rules in this program will cover all the possible combinations of project size, 
project_complexity and development_time. The complete set of rules for the problem would then 








%::: PRODUCTION RULES (FUZZY MODEL' R L" ) 
1Y.1 R-1 
if project_size is small 
and project complexity is low 
and development_time is short 
then effort is low. 
%1 R-2 
if project_size is small 
and project_ complexity is medium 
and development_time is short 
then effort is low. 
1Vo R-3 
if projectslze is small 
and project_complexity is high 
and development_time is short 
then effort is medium. 
% R-4 
if project_size is small 
and project_complexity is low 
and development_time is medium 











if project_size is small 
and project_complexity is medium 
and development_time is medium 
then effort is medium. 
•Y<, R-6 
if project_size is small 
and project_complexity is high 
and development_time is medium 
then effort is medium. 
%R-7 
if project_size is small 
and project_ complexity is low 
and development_time is long 
then effort is low. 
%R-8 
if project_size is small 
and pro,ject_complexity is medium 
and development_time is long 
then effort is medium. 
0/c, R-9 
if project_size is small 
and project_complexity is high 
and development_time is long 











if projectsize is medium 
and project_complexity is low 
and development_time is short 
then effort is medium. 
'Yo R-11 
if project_size is medium 
and project_complexity is medium 
and development_time is short 
then effort is high. 
% R-12 
if project_size is medium 
and project_complexity is high 
and development_time is short 
then effort is high. 
%R-13 
if project_size is medium 
and project_ complexity is low 
and development_time is medium 
then effort is medium. 
1% R-14 
if project size is medium 
and project_complexity is medium 
and development_time is medium 











if project_size is medium 
and pro,ject_complexity is high 
and development_time is medium 
then effort is high. 
%R-16 
if pro,ject_size is medium 
and project_complexity is low 
and development_time is long 
then effort is medium. 
1% R-17 
if project_size is medium 
and project_ complexity is medium 
and development_time is long 
then effort is medium. 
% R-18 
if project_size is medium 
and project_complexity is high 
and development_time is long 
then effort is high. 
1% R-19 
if projectsize is large 
and project_complexity is low 
and development_time is short 











if project_size is large 
and project_complexity is medium 
and development_time is short 
then effort is high. 
1% R-21 
if project_size is large 
and project_complexity is high 
and development_time is short 
then effort is high. 
01(, R-22 
if project_size is large 
and project_complexity is low 
and development_time is medium 
then effort is high. 
<yo R-23 
if project_size is large 
and project_complexity is medium 
and development_time is medium 
then effort is high. 
%R-24 
if project_size is large 
and project_ complexity is high 
and development_time is medium 











if projecr size is large 
and projectcomplexity is low 
and development_time is long 
then effort is high. 
% R-26 
if projectsize is large 
and project_complexity is medium 
and development_time is long 
then effort is high. 
% R-27 
if project_size is large 
and project_ complexity is high 
and development_time is long 
then effort is high. 
The rules depend on data acquired from the user. The Prolog code below is used to ask data from 
the user. It uses two Prolog rules. The first rule checks to see if an attribute already has a known 
value, and if so compares it to the required value and the result is either succeed or fail. lfther is 
no previous known value, then the second rule fires, asking the user, saving the answer and again 
checking to see if the answer was as expected. 
ask(Attr, Value) :- 
known(Attr, X), % is there a known value for this attribute? 
I, % if so don't ask again 
X =Value. % succeed or fail based on the expected value. 
asl (Attr, Value) :- 










write(Attr), write('? '), '% ask the user 
read(X), %1 get the answer 
assert( known( Attr, X) ), 'Yi1 remember it 
X =Value. %1 succeed or fail based on the' alue 
As the rule engine starts to look for rules it will need to ask the user about the size of the project, 
the complexity of the project and the total development time. It will only ask once and when 
testing, other rules will use the remembered answer to the question. 
This type of user-interaction is particularly important for prediction system, to determine the 
cause of a problem based on a dialog with the user. By using a predicate such as 'ask' a system 
can be designed to only ask questions that are triggered by pertinent rules and only ask when the 
data is actually needed. 
6.3.3 The Remaining Fuzzy Programs 
The remaining fuzzy programs will wrap up the fuzzy sets and rules in a program that can be run. 
This program will set the inputs for the 'project_size', 'proj ct_complexity' and 
'developrnent_time' and decide how to propagate the degrees of membership using the fuzzy rule. 
The result for the effort fuzzy set will only be produced after the propagation. 
Init(effort) will initialize the fuzzy logic engine and one_goal(effort) shows that this program 
will give one goal (effort required) at a time. These two functions are the main procedure of the 
program. 
In the function fuzzification, the fuzzy input values are translated into degree of membership in a 









<Yo::: FUZZIFICATION ::: 
fuzzification( N, C,j, X) :- 
fuzzy _set( N, ct, T, A, B, C, D ), 
degree_of_membership( T, A, B C, D, X, M) 
assert(prem(M)), !. 
The membership function is evaluated in the degree_of_membership function. A fuzzy variable 
gets its membership function from one or several fuzzy sets. In other words, the membership 
functions from the fuzzy sets are combined into one membership function. 
'X, LINEAR DECREASING FUZZY SET ( dt) 
degree_of_membership( dt, A,_,_,_, X, 1.0) :- 
X =<A,!. 
degree_ of_membership( dt, _, B, _, _, X, 0.0) :- 
X >= .B, !. 
degree_o(_membership( dt, A, B, _, _, X, M) :- 
line_eq( dt, A, B, X, M ), !. 
% LINEAR INCREASING FUZZY SET (at) 
degree_o(_membership( at, A,_,_,_, X, 0.0) :- 
X =<A, !. 
degree_of_membership( at,_, B, _, _, X, 1.0) :- 
X >= .B, !. 
degree_of_membership( at, A, .B, _, _, X, M) :- 
line_ eq( at, A, .B, X, M ), !. 
o;., TRAPEZOIDAL OR TRIANGULAR FUZZY SET 
degree_o(_membership( tp, A,_,_,_, X, 0.0) :- 
X =<A, I. 










X> A, X=<B, 
line_eq( at, A, B, X, M ), !. 
degree_of_mernbership( tp, _, B, _, X, 1.0) :- 
X > B, X < C, !. 
degree_of_mernbership( tp, _, _, C, D, X, M) :- 
X > C, X<D, 
line_eq( dt, C, D, X, M ), !. 
degree_of_rnembership( tp, _, _, _, _, _, 0.0 ). % X>D 
Function fuzzy operators define the fuzzy operators used in this program. The function of fuzzy 
operators is shown below 
% : : : FUZZY OPERA TORS 




write(' and '), write(M2), n), 
rnin(Ml,M2,M), 
assert(prem(M)), !. 
apply_fuzzy_oper( or_z) :- 
retra ct(p re rn(Ml) ), 
write(Ml), 
retract(prern(M2)),!, 
write(' or'), write(M2), nl, 
max(Ml ,M2,M), 
assert(prem(M)), !. 
Fun tion cntr id d ruzzi fi ation method defines the proce s of the dcfuzzification. 










the fuzzy variable. An equality comparis n b tween a r nl nluc x/s nn i 1 lh11y varial 1" is done 
by evaluating the membership fun tion ut x/s. Th r suit is in th rnnu :if n t t uid d "not s the 
membership of x/s in the fuzzy set. The fuzzy logi n logi and fuzzy 
logic by taking the minimum value for an AN and th 1THL\'.imu1T1 . ht" fl ran R. 
'%::: ENTROro DEFUZZlFI ATION METHOD 
centroid(Var,Outsct,Memb) :- 
fuzzy _sct(Var,Outsct,_, 
Pis ( *Memb), 
retract(sum] (Var,Q)) 
R is (P+Q) 
assert(su m I (Var R)), 
rctract('1un2(Var N)) 
M is (Mernb+N) 
a s rl.(sum2(Vnr M)) 
writc(Var) write('=') write( ) 
_,_, 
writ (' m mbcrship = ') wri(·c(M mb) nl 
write(' cntroid: ') writc(Var) writ (' = ') write(R/M) nl !. 
Th fuzzy I gi engin ha a ri h yntax that i able t handl g int rpr I 'r in ludinu 
mm n pr d fined fun ti 11 . The fun ti th' pr I g int rpr t r an I th r 
pr d fin d functi ns in thi pr gram. 
prov (ATTR is VAL I!. and R !. T) :- 
geta ( TTRVAL IL) 
pro 0(RE T), 










prove(ATTR is VALUE or RE T) :- 
getav(ATTR, VALUE), 
provc(RE T), 
apply _fuzzy_ opcr( or_z). 
% R 
prove(ATTR is VAl UE) :- 
getav(A TTR, VA 1 U E). 
%I 
getav(ATTR,VALUE) :- 




centroid(ATTR, VAL E Mx). 
cyoIF/THEN (CONCLUSION) 
getav(A TTR VAL I!-) :- 
not(if _ then A TTR is 
rul _trnn lation(ATTR V Al E). 
The rul r•pr ' h wn in th pr I g interpreter vcr thr c a s. 
(I) Ir th r a Ii t r ub-g al t pr v , cparatcd by 'and' th n all gcta 
attribut alue I air i lru , and i the re l. 
a ingl n gat d g al, imply a k ri r the aluc and n gate it. 
ingl g al, all g ta t c irit true. Th rul r·g tu ' 
th fir t 
i Ir th auribut i d fin d in the 'then' id' r a rul I try I pr 
ml . 
th, 'i r r1h 










6.4 Running the Fuzzy Logic Effort Prediction Program (FLEP) 
To run the Fuzzy Logic ~ffo1i Prcdi ti n ( L ~p pr )rflm, simpl 1 nsult int a Prolog 
interpreter 'Listener' and cho s 'start' rr m th pull- I nm nun • h wn in tJ1 figure 6.3. 
trt+O 
':t Amzi! Development Environment • [Flep] l!!llil 13 
~ file ~dit ~iew 1istener ftuild Window !:! Ip -=J..~ .. L.?9. 
~tart Ctrl+I 01~1 ~1~1_ 
I* FLEP.PRO ( 
·- op (7 00, x x, is). 
·- op(720, xfy, and). 
·- op(740, x y, 01°). 
~ 
Start a Prolog listen r (?·) NUM 
r n qlt 
Develop trl A Bt. Yahaya 
Fuzzy s ima e is the fuzzy logic program wh"ch w'll 
estimate the effort required for system project. *I 
% Opera or Defini 'on 










After choosing the start option, listener wind w will appear ns : hown in th' tiuurc ).4. 
::l file &,dit Y..iew 1.isl .. n r S.uild ~indow J:i Ip 
~ Amzi! Development Environment - (Amzil Listener) !II!] El 
Amzi! Prolog Listener • 
Uersion: 4.1 Sep98 32-bit Windows DLL 
Sep 7 1998 18:11:15 
************************** ******* ** * 
Evaluation Copy. Expires: 14-Hov-1999 
For purchasing information see www.amzi.com 
******************************************* 
?- 
For Help, press F1 ti UM 









The FLEP program is stored in a Pr log databa c and it i I nd d usinu th' ' nsult ' mm nd. 
Figure 6.5 shows the c nsult c mmand. 
::J file fdi( ~i w I J.i<:itener Iiuild Y,iindow 1:1 Ip 
':tAmzi! Development Environment· (Amzi! Listener] l!llill3 
01~1~1~1. 
Amzi! Prolog L 
Uersion: 4.1 s 
Sep 7 1998 18 
fnd 
I trl ii 
Ctrl+Q 
.l;onsull... t11s OLL 
************** 
fieconsult Ctrl+R 
.Qebug On cu-o ******* **** 
Evaluation Cop ri -l:itJ!"J Ufl ou-1999 
For purchasing information see www.amzi.com 
******************************************* 
(.PRO) or proj ct (.PPJ) NUM 
?- 










henameofthefilcmustbcspccificdin rdcrt I nd th pr urnm ns shox ninth film' .o . 
• 
.=J 
D l ~1 fji]I 
o~ DD Arnzi ! Pre 
Uersion: 
Sep 7 1 ~ Look jn: J ~Project 
********i 
Eua.Iuat Ir 
For pur cr 
********'I 
?- 
jFLEP File .oame: .Qpen 
ii sol 1.YP . J Prolog Fil s (",ppj;".pro;",plm) Cence' 









The FLEP program is started by typing 'main.' h wn in th fi iure ).7. 
Amzi! Prolog L"s ener 
Uersion: 4.1 Sep98 32-bit Windows DLL 
Sep 7 1998 18:11:15 
... 
':t Amzi! Development Environment • [Amzil Listener) 111!1 £1 
::I file 5. dit. Y.ieV·J !.isten r a uild ''.U'.indow u Ip 
*********************** * * *** * * * * * 
Eualuation Copy. xpires: 14-Hou-1999 




For Help, press F1 MUM 










The output of the program is shown in the figure .. 
';t°Amzi! Development Environment· (Amzi! Listener] lllill3 
Wha is he value o proj c _ z? 
Uersion: 4.1 Sep98 32-bit 
Sep 7 1998 18:11:15 
OLL 
************************** *** ************ 
Evaluation Copy. Expires: 14-Hov-1999 





Fuzzy Projec ffort Pred"c ·on Mod 
This program is des'gned to predict thee for requ"red or ys ro p1 
It is based on he inpu value o he system 
For Help, pr ss F1 NUM 
igur utput f th Pr gram 
Th u r mu tin rt a alu f r the pr j IZ ranging fr 111 12th LI and lin f d . 
After th user ha in rt d th aluc f r the pr j nt r, th r mu t in rt 








.::I file £,dit 'Y_iew !.istener e,1;ild ~indow 1:i Ip 
':t Amzi! Development E nvironmont • [Amzil Listener] l!ltil Ei 
****************************** ** * * * 
Eualuation Copy. xpires: 14-Hou-1999 




Fuzzy Project Effort Prediction Model 
This program is designed to predict the effort required for system p1 
It is based on the inpu ualue to he system 
What is the ualue of project_size? 35.0. 
What is the ualue of project_complexi y? 2.0. 
What is the ualue o deuelopmen _ ime? I 
For H Ip, press F1 NUM 
igur . Value r Pr jcct rnplexity and c cl pmcnt 1111c 
Th crri rt alu 
fth ar a 
th utput f the pr gram. cfuzzificati 11 I d 11C by 1111 uting th ntr i I 
d by th m rnbcr fun ti 11 in r lcr l g t th ulu f th r quir I fi rt. h 









For H Ip, pr ss F1 
~Amzi! Development Environment· (Amzi! Listener] l!!lli113 
:=] file &dit Y.iew ~istener ~uild ~indow J:ielp 
0 and 0.4 
O and 0 
effort= 150 membership• O 
Centroid: effort= 90 I 1 
effort is high 
o and e 
o and e 
effort= 150 membership• O 
Centroid: effort a 90 I 1 
effort is high 
Output: 




Figure . I Yalu f th ff rt required 
6.5 Summary 
Th Pr I g pr gramming language ffcr cvcrai pp rtunitic m r n ar 
c t e tirnati n. y 
w II a impr ing the pr di ·ti 
rtain hara t ri ti f Pr I g 
~LRP a I r gram that 11 ' fuzz 
uld be impr d. -uzzy L gi 
mzi ! Pr I g langua 
n ir nm nt. An1Zi! Pr I g language Ir 
pr gramming fuzz I g1 appli uti n . It , upp rt 
~un rule J '(in' r Inti nships b 'lv 
<Ir .xprc s \I LI sin 1 'I simpl \ H ntux, In ru~.>'. r 118 11i11 • ) 'I' s ·ts lh .rc ar \ stun tor 
n tr nm nt r 
and un rul 
rul 










max and min. The final stage or thi pr gram i the onvcr i n buck (rom fllll) m ml rship 
values to crisp values f r the utput variables, whi h t ns i Iuz if 11\ n. FL P 











RESULT ANALY I 
Software metrics deals with the measurements of the softwar d loprn nt process and product 
that can be used as variables (independent and dep nd nt) in mod ls for project management [l]. 
The most common type of model is the software cost stimation models. This model is based on 
the size of the project, complexity and others metrics. Software cost estimation supports the 
planning and tracking of so.fl ware projects. The estimator must estimate the effort required for the 
project to enable the managers to assess important quantities such as product costs, quality and 
time to market. Software engineers have express d concen on the existing cost estimation 
models over their inability to accurat ly stimate effort. his c ncern has become more pressing 
when the researchers observed that n exi ting cost stimati n m d Is c uld estimate th tru 
co t with any dcgrc f c rtainty [2). Analysis r v als that th input st stir ati 
are influ need by many fact rs uch a xpcn nc fa pr grammcr, si e and c mpl ily r th 
pr ject. A a r suit, f urth r analy i ha b en made in gaining a b tt r und r landing th 
estimati n pr eess a well as evaluating the s ftwar st estimati n m d Is. hi hapt r 
compares the performance of the fuzzy logic model against th thr isling m in 
Kemerer s [8) valid ti n study namely: 
• M 
• uncti n P int 
• IM 
re 'Ur h qu ti n ar uddr ·d in thi hap: 'r: 
ti111 \ti 
LI' d h' nil 'rtlllli 
I. r th' 
'n11 ruz% Ill i 111 i11 
nubl r ult 7 








In section 7.1 of this chapter, we will Ii cus n the definiti nor l n l "Stirn 11" an w will l ok 
on several measures f cstimati n accuracy. n of four 
rnodels. The project data used for the cvaluati tl int th resu! s for each 
rncdel, will be discussed in section 7 .. 
and finally section 7.5 gives a summary 
nt th 
that ha b 
mpari n f th four models 
111 this chapter. 
7.1 Methods for Measuring 
Validation of a prediction system is the pr cess of establishing the accuracy of the prediction 
system by comparing m d 1 pcrf rman ith kn n data points in a given environment. There 
arc many rneth ds for mca uring th perf rmance f effort estimation models and all of them 
have limitati n and trcngths. W d 
and th ff rt prcdi tiv by a rn d 1 by . 
the a tual eff rt xp nd d n a ftware project by .. 
7.1.1 The Relative i rror (R •)And Mean R lativc Error (R •) 
Rclati c rr r 1 d fined by [ J 
R E n /h 
R ~ m a ur m nt an b n cgaf r p iti ·th n I h hil 
Wh n R > it mu l be b tw n and 1, \l hi!' v h n R ~ < 
th n 
ntially unb und d in 













A good representation model of effort estimation wi II lead to smnll 1h1 'S r Rf an :l 'n crally t 
a small R. · owever, it is possible that large p itiv R _,s an b balnn '1h11 rru n .! tiv RE . ., 
At the same time, a small R may 11 t imply that a m d I i fl r d n . hu hi m ur is not 
that useful in practice. 
7.1.2 The Magnitude and The Mean Magnitude of the Relative Error. 
The magnitude of relative error (MR"') is a measure of the differ nee between the actual values 
of man-month estimates and the estimated values f man-month estimates. Through the view of 
the problem a s ciated with R and R in ection 7.1. l we define the magnitude relative error 
MRE as (3] 
M "'= I "'I I . 
Th mall r the alu f MR' the b It r th prcdicti 11 i . 'I he Ml · is the mean valu fir 
magnitude rclati err r vcr all b crvati 11 in the ample. I· r as n arc d 
manag merit r lati fl n a beu r judg f the 111 del' ac ura y. We an d fin th 
mean magnitud r lati c err r r as t f n pr ~ cts by th f rrnula [ ] 
I\ 
MR~ = MR1 
n i•I 
If th MR alu mall, th n the m d 'I pr du ' an a 'rag f a g d pr Ii ti n . 
·I fi r 111 an ma mitu 1 f 










7.1.3 Prediction At Level r I PRED (r) I 
The PRE measure pr vides an indication or vcrall lit f r n , t f . t p int , based on the 
MRE values for each data p int. Thcr f rewed fin th m a ur n [ ] 
PRE r =_k_ 
11 
where r is the selected threshold value for MR k is the number of data points with MRE less 
than or equal to rand n i the total number r data p ints. For example, if PRED (0.25) = 30%, 
then 30% of the predicted value fall within 25 % f their actual values. onte, unsmore and 
Shen ugg t that an timati n t chniqu i ac ptablc if PR ( .25) i at least 0.75 [ j. 
7.2 Back round to the Model 
Many rn dcl ha c b en de cl p I t e timatc oflwar dcvcl prncnt er rt. M l f th m ar 
pararn tric in natur whi h predi l the d I prncnt off rt LI ing a f rmula r f , ti fi rm thut i 
pararnct riz d fr m hi l ri al data l ]. The f II ing ar the bri d f thr c u h 
m de) that w r highlighted in a pr i LI study by cm r r r ) in luding th fun I i m d I. 
7.2.1 OM 
Th ,t Mod I as de urry hm [ ]. hi rn I I 
pr 'di ns th' I If rt ti 11 I I u rn ti o 11 ·lalin' l th 
and a numb 'I' r .. . I Id 'l'H ", Tli ·1·' II' I thr I , . th 










namely, organic, semi-detached and embedded. In the · impl st t 'rm, 
following two equations [5,81: 
isl \S i )ll th 
MM= a* 1 D I* b 
TDEV = c *MM * d 
where 
MM is the eff rt in rnan-rn nth 
KDSI is the number f th usand-dclivcrcd our c in tru lions 
TDEV is the development time 
Coefficients a, b, c and d are depend nt up n the mode' of development in the following 
modes: 
• Organic - pr jcct inv Ive mall team w rking in familiar and table envir nrncnt. 
• emi-detach d mi 'lure 
mod . 
• Embedded 
'I ri '11 c within pr j l team . In between n cmbcdd 'd 
de cl p d und r tight n traint , inn vati c and hu n hi 111 
olatility fr quir m nt . 
The alu fa b and d ar ninth tab! 7.1. 
able 7.1 
Value I th m nt 
a b cl 
- - - -- •. 2 1.0 2.5 
- - 3.0 1.12 2. . 5 









In order to improve the M asic m del, B hm r fin d th' just the 
nominal effort obtained from the 111 dcl by th influ n 
reliability of the s flwarc i very high, a fact r rating r 1.40 
all the factors for each driv r have been d tcrmin d, th 
adjustment factor ( A ). This vcr i 11 i the int rm dial 
that driver. Once 
get an effort 
0 0 detailed model 
is similar with the intermediate m d I xcepl that th pr j ti di id d into four phases namely, 
Product esign, ctailcd esign, oding! nit t and Int gration IT st. The 15 cost drivers are 
estimated and applied t each phase eparately rath r than a a ho! [5,8]. 
7.2.2 Function Points 
Functi n P int [5, , ] rnca ur wa in nt d by A.J. Albr ct in th I 7 ' . his m dcl all mpts 
t 111 a ur th (Iwar rr rn the tan Ip int r111 n urncr r the s Ilwarc pr du t in the curly 
<level pment lifi LI 11 ti n P int ible t e timat the level rem rt r quir d 
na l. her ar t urning th run ti 11 p int n II l : 
(1) ounting th u er functi n 
(2) Adju ting f r pr ing c mplc ity 
rnputati n r th total fun ti 11 p int i ba cd 11 the f u r u11 ti n at g ri . h u r 
n in ut1 ut type , I gi al int mat fil t p , 
t rnal int rfa and 'l rnal iuquir t p . 
I. Ext .rual input t J) 'S 1111 ut arc d ifin d a· .r •n · r f rms thr u ih 
th r pr 1ra111 add n '' 
r 
11:xt ·rnnl output t pes 
u: ' r ri r us l 










3. Logical internal file types l•il typ s ar I n nl ollcctions )t' file, whi h th 
application modi fies r updat s. 
4. External interface file types Int rfa ar fil hnr d v ith th r i 1 rum . 
5. External inquiry types lnquiri s ar 
application. 
n that 1l ' the n r interrogate an 
Albrecht recognized that the cff rt r quir d t pr iding a giv n I 1 of functionality can vary 
depending on the environment [9]. He als pr p d a Ii l f 14 technical complexity factors, 
which can be rated n a scale fr m 0 l 5. The T chni al mpl ity actors are: 
1. Data communication 
2. Distributed f uncti ns 
3. Pcrfi rrnanc 
4. Heavily u ed y tern 
5. Tran a ti n rat 
n-Iinc-data entry 
7. nd-u er If iency 
n-linc updat 
mplc pr 
I . R u ability 
11. In tallati n ca 
12. p rati nal a 
I . Multipl itc 
I 4. , a i I i ta l hang 
h n 't l I um all th 
multiplic I b . I and a 11 ·cl l (. > 
mpl rit p ints as. i in cl l J. Thi. numb r i th n 
btuin \: •i 1hti111 u fi II w l< ]: 
14 











where P A is the processing complexity adjustment (0.) SP A I .. 1.) nn i 'i L the mpl city 
factors (0 ~ c, ~ 5). This fact r is then u cd in th quati n 
FP=F (P A) 
where 
FP is the function points 
is the pr viously c mputed function count . 
7.2.3 SLIM 
Putnam [3, , I ] devel p d an early m d I kn wn a JM which stimat s the c st f s rt ware 
using line I ode a the maj r input . Putnam a um d that r s urcc c n urnpti n, in luding 
per onnel varic with time and an be m del d by the Rayl igh cquati n f this Ii rm I , , I l t 
pr du timat . Th Rayleigh cquati n i h wn cl w: 
y = 2Kat exp (-at2) 
wh r 
y' j th" 111Hll-l uding (man-y ar f cff rt per year 
K is the l tal man-y ar f ff rt Ii r the mire pr j t r th Ii 
ti th pr j t durati n time and 
a I th I'\ tant f pr p rti nalit 
The Putnam JM 111 d ·I i · bu • 'd 11 ·urli 'r 1111 iri iul n · l y N rd in [ ]. rdin 
l I utnnm 's 11 s lh or fl 'n l .hu • in n r Ian · • with Rn 
r nns [. ,8 ]. 11 r lot I th' s st 't\l uttri! ut \ numl ·r the 










life cycle, maintaining a data base that reflects th hi t ry r n tu '' '')(1\, arc i '\' 'l l m nt 
and developing them st cost-cff ctivc all oti n Ir ur 
7.2.4 Fuzzy Logic Model 
Iiff r nt phnscs f's Itwnro, 
A significant motivation of using fuzzy logic is th ability t timat r quir d effort in the early 
process of software development. -uzzy I gi 
this approach the entities in the real w rid simply do not fit int n at categories. For example, a 
project is not small, medium or large. Tt c uld be in bet en, especially a large project [1,31,32]. 
This case is represented by a degree I member hip I a particular linguistic category. As shown 
in the figure 7. I, a system with I 2 ntities bel ngs t the class of medium projects to a degree of 
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igur 7.1 uzzy l M rnb r hip 
uzzy et th ry and fuzzy I gt 'cl by adch in I 5. Th bn i I nn ipl thi 
th r I that a 'l f m '111b I' hip ulu 'S arc a' 'j '11 cl l 1. atit ns in th· ranu 
ulu (' (. r iprc Ill' ab lute ful ·' un I I. r 'I r ·, ·nt · ab, lute truth. Th alu 111- 










For example, take the statement [32]: 
"Project Xis very mall" 
If the module contains say 50 lin s f de, we might d id t ns i rn a truth-value of (0.7) to 
this statement or in other w rds w believe the pr j t t b 
In the example shown in figur 7.2, thr input ariabl nam 1 the size of the project, 
complexity of the project and t tal dcvcl pm nt tim , ar us d t measure the effort. 
I Complexity I E) Oevolopmont Time 




I. ln] ut 111 nub ·rslli1 I' 
'I Ii' fl.rn.i fi · ui 11 p1 ,'S will n ·it th· input uriuhl ·s int > npp: piint · u1z 










2. uzzy rulebase level. 
A rule induction system will replace th 
An inference engine will th n u c th 
In other words the inputs wi 11 be d fuzzi fi d int 
ri p input vnri bl s v hi \\ i h fuzzy inputs. 
m P input fuzzy output. 
n p \ lu . h fuzzy rules 
produced in the system arc Ii tee! below and r r pr nt d b an antecedent and a 
consequence, i.c. 
fF (antecedent) TH N (c n cqucncc) 
if project_size is small 
and project_complexity is low 
and developmcnt_tim i short 
then effort is low. 
if proj ct_ iz is small 
and proj ·t_ omplcxity is medium 
and devclopmcnt_time i hort 
th 11 effort i low. 
if pro] ct_sizc is mall 
and project complexity i high 
and de lopm nt_tim i r shurt 
th n Ifort is m idium, 
if pro] ·t_size is small 
and proje t_ .ompl •:It is hn 
and de vlopm '11t tun •I. medium 










if project size is small 
and project_complcxity is medium 
and devclopmcnt_time is medium 
then effort is medium. 
if projecr slze is small 
and projectcomplexity is high 
and development_timc i medium 
then effort is medium. 
if project_size is small 
and project_complexity i low 
and development_time is Ion 
then effort i low. 
By r f rring t the fuzzy rul ab , th m st likely utc me f r a mall iz pr ~ 
with I w is I wer cff rt will b r 111ir I. 
This rule is mm n and pra tical in nature. 
fuzzi Ii ati n I I. 
h fuzzy utput ar dcfuzzi ficd t gen rat the n 1 utput hi h 
Many meth d cxi t fi rd fuzzifi ati n but 111 t p pular m th d ar 
nt r f ma rirna. 
(ht; rt. 
nlr i I and 
7.3 Proj ·t Data and R esults 
t dutu n r lhi 1 rnj ·et is th 11·tu11 1 r 
" 11 1~1111 iri al Iii Inti 11 
n lu ·t d 1111 iri nl on 11 • is I '" · •n 
lntn fr 111 n r · · nr ·h pnp ·r 
hris I·. cm rcr l ]. H 










them are written in the 
projects' data. These projects deal with busine appli ati n v hi ch I amin mt l t t rti )11 f 
L language. 
Table 7.2 [8] sh ws the backgr und data on th' pr ~ nth " r pr ~ t duration in 
calendar months. The man-month (MM) refer l th ta! numb r r tu. l h urs on the project 

















th models that was 
Ther ar 
The data u d h r i mainly t illu Irate th mpari n f tirnat d fi rt t a tual 











timat d ff rt. A irn] I appr a h i 
rt. 
differ n 'bet' e n c timat id ff rt and a tual 'rfi rt. --rr r · ian b ith ·1· und r timat 
MMe 1 < MMoct r 
und 're timat 
an I ad t lar 
11 th· cl n llin :q pr n h 
pr ~ t manag m 11t ill be l .mpt xl t utl I 11 ·w , tuff m ·ml irs l 1. 11 th th ir h nd 










From the view of the both types f err r , the magnitud r Int iv' zrror 1R ind m an 
magnitude relative error (MR ) can be used in m a uring th p crf rmnnc 
The analysis of this chapter concentrate 
of project's data. 
ntir t 
7.3.1 COCOMO Results 
Table 7.3 [8] shows the result for the thr 

















Th I I E · l11111n ire ·ul ufut I h dividin ' lll 
mun-ni nth.· th· 1 .tuul 1111111-m nthH. Th m d ·I 
I n t rm ' I i al ' t ii I ·d ' • M 111 cl I i ) . 7 . 









7.3.2 SLIM Results 
Table 7.4 [8] shows the results f r the -un ti n P int m l I. 1 h actual man- 
months and the LIM man-month cstirnat . The MR"' f r LIM m 1 i 
able 7.4 
LIM ala 
Project Number Actual MM SLIM MM estimate SLIM(MRE) 
l 287.0 3,857.8 12.44 
2 82.5 JOO.I 0.214 
3 1,107.31 11,982.0 9.82 
4 86.9 2,017.2 22.21 
5 336.3 3,382.0 9.06 
6 84.0 262.5 2.13 
7 23.2 106.3 3.58 - 8 130.3 1,224.6 8.39 
9 116.0 1,454.1 11.53 - - 10 72.0 235.7 2.27 
258.7 1,623.0 -- - 11 5.27 -- - 12 230.7 51 . 1.2 
13 3,119.8 - 157.0 18.87 
14 246.9 380.3 0.54 











7.3.3 Function Points Results 
Table 7.5 [8] shows the results f r the Functi n P int m d I. Th 
model i.s 1.02. 
Functi n P ints ata 
Table 7.5 














r th m tion Points 













7.3.4 Fuzzy Logic Results 
Table 7.6 shows the results for the Fuzzy L gi m de! and th R"' r ult i 
Tabl 7.6 
'LIZZY g: ala 
uzzy Logic MM Fuzzy Logic 
MRE 











"LIZZY I g1 m d Ip rf rm ell ia the MR_. t. ne p ibl r a n i that uzz I g1 
a ppr a h an me the di ffi ulti impli il in braining ubi ti in] ut pnram l r . h 











7.4 Comparison of Results 
Accuracy is the criteria used t evaluate cstimati n rn d I . he a 
is important because the success r a 
effort estimation. Inaccurate cstirnat can lead t br d impu I n th 
tl a" ted by the 
h duling and level 
of staffing. In order t analyze, the pcrf rmancc or th four mod l w n d to compare the 
results of the Mean Magnitude f R lativ rr r . Th MRE is a measure of models 
accuracy, the lower the sc re th great r the accura y. ach of this model's results is shown in 
the figure 7.3. 
6.09 5.83 6.07 
Method 
7.717 














From the above table, all f the 
MRE result for the Basic 
M 
m del is . 
did p rl a rdim to 1h sults. Th 
and 
that u in) n lar c numb r f t drivers in the Detailed M rn 
relationship between two f th M l dri r ba 
that there is a 
COCOMO data 
estimating effort may not be independent. 
set and points out the relati nships betw en input param t r v ill mak a model unstable. 
The performance f the UM m del is als p race rding t th MRE result, which is 7.717. 
The errors are all biased and effort is overestimated in all 15 cases [19]. According to Kemerer 
the possible explanation for this is that TM did not perform accurately on small projects and is 
extremely sensitive to the techn I gy fact r. H we er, LIM is suitable for software 
development that meet th f II wing crit ria: 
• Itwarc ize i gr at r than 5 lin 
• ffort gr at r than 1.5 man y ar 
• pm nl tirn 
As hown 111 figur 7. , th M 
M and lM m cl I. Thi 
pr ~ t. Fun ti n P int rn a ur th un ti nality 
fi r the uncti n P int is I. 2, ub tantially b ucr than 
th availability ar data arly in n 
p int , 111 n 
way that i independent r the t chn I gy LI cl t in pl m nt th 
uncti n P int ha al b n riti izcd 
r b en c tabli heel that it i a tually a 111 'U ur 
f mca ur 111 nt th ry [221. 
un ti nulity· m 
th m th d i 
ubj ti and har I t aut mat . 
mpurcd l th· lit ·r Ill I .ls, th fm'!. 
RI:. m »isur s, ' ,·t .stim 1ti n i s Id 
v II I\ pr is. ulues n I' Ill lri ,' ur II l II nil 1hl ·. ur :inolysi. indi '\IC that th 










performance of the four models depends on the input variabl tis I for th' -ost '~tinuti n t th 
beginning of the project. The fuzzy I gi tc hniqu 
cycle when input variables arc defined ba cd n per pti n an I intuiti t man g r may 
say that the 'size f the pr jcct is very high" b 1 n hi p r pti n f ~ iz . h te hnique 
requires only modest inputs and c mes up with an xp t d f ff rt. iv n the other 
advantages of a fuzzy I gic m dcl, thi uggc l that thcr i pl f r it in th field of software 
metrics. 
7.5 Summary 
The software projects h uld be gr undcd n a g d pr diction of the effort development to 
improve the planning f pr j ct manag mcnt. Thi implie n numerous factors, used in the 
effort prcdicti n. Th f the influence fact rs i di Iicult t mea urc at the 
beginning f thc pr j ct. Thu pr j ct manager ha et u c their expert judgement in rnca uring 
th sc influcn c fa l r . Aller th fi ur arc t m dcl arc examined and c mparc I with the 
u f Kem rer' [ ] f data it m appr priatc t an w r the addr scd rcscar h quc ti ns 
po cd in th intr du ti n f thi ha] icr. 
The validation f th st cstimati n m dcls narn ly, M IM, and Fun ti n 
P int will h Ip an w r the fir t que ti n. Th 
th pr j ct attribute f th pr du t the pr 
Functi n P int and 
d t rmin 
n d l 
aluc in the arl 
me r the 
pm nt life ' 
rr lati n b tw 
and ar di 1 ult 
int ut that a pr j t rnana r 
t tirnati n pr 
alu and th ff rt. 
imp rtant input ariablc required r the 
f fuzz I ii· u · an alt rnati tc hniqu in 
r pr bobili. ti 
11. und pr n un.y t . 
I 11111·ltin1 I tw ·11 al 1 'H und th· uny ·t. ,j n 
ffl rt :tinrnti 
I 'P ndi11 i 11 










the input values for the independent variables their IT\Cmb r hip fun ti ms H'' m l\ l 't int "ft in 
ti n 1 
not 
n \\ ith fuzzy logic 
ppr ah provides a 
degree of memberships. hey in turn a tivat rul us in) AN 
used to obtain final value fr m the c mbincd m mb r hip run 
expected (and possibly n l even rcalisti ) but by u in r th 
linguistic variables better prediction can be btain d. Thu 
promising approach t impr ving the prediction. 
The idea of using fuzzy I gic f r c st cstimati n ha b n utlin d in this chapter. The motivation 
for this has been the difficulties faced bys flwar m lri ians in terms of a oiding premature and 
costly commitment, using all available knowledge and ha ing only small data sets to work with 











CONCLUSION AND RE OMM ~NDA I N 
This chapter is divided into two sections. The first section summarizes th ideas of the software 
cost estimation that have been discussed in this th sis. 111 the s ond s ction, recommendations, 
namely, applicable for further research ar discuss d. 
8.1 Review and Contribution of Work 
In this thesis, fuzzy logic approach to softwar cost estimation is investigated. oftware co t 
estimation is a common application in the s flware m tries. In g ncral, s ftware m tric r fi r 
th wh J Ji Id I measur m nt in th Itware d v I prncnt pr ces , as it rnea ur the pr .. ,., .. ,""'-" 
(which normally entail a tim urati n , pr du l the pr cc s utputs and r s ur 
input and which may in lude per nncl mat rials and t I . It i u c I fi r planning mnk 
predictions), monit r ( h ck for deviati n between actual and xpected) and c ntr I the 
development process. Planning is vital to ensure the successful manag m nt f 
developm nt a ti iti s where it r quir s pr dicti n pr c s . h purp r whi h a pr 
r quir d i th ntral influ n c n what mea ur arc t b r xarnpl 
are requir d in the s ftwar c st timati rvc the (f rt r quir I f r th I pm nt 
a s flwar pr j t b f r w rk b gin . he ff rt i a m a ur f la r t in p r rH11 nth 
unit . 
iral t ' lirnati M Fun Ii n I int· 111 I IM ha b n 
d. 111" qu \ ti 11 Ill ulidati I\ r lb . m 
I th u t n 111 d I i u · 1 tu b I 
I Ii i r ti t 11 n I ti u · l j. n fi t l L111 •11 
id r 









criteria. Several reasons why these models have fall n h rt r th ir n :i 1L' mt th" " in lud 
model structure and input values. 
Even though, rn st researchers agree that iz th 
relationship between size and cff rt i unclear [1 ]. M 
function of size with an exponent band b is included as an adju lm nt f tor. Ho' e er, the value 
ofb is varying from different data s t a h wn in th tabl . I [1 ]. 
abl . I 
ornpanson f If rt "'quation Adjustment Factor 







oftware c t e timati n input 
of estimation. Inputs the 
alue ar ft n n t kn wn with r a nabl rtainty at the rim 
m del uch a oftwar and e p n fl f th 
pr gramrn r ar di ff ult t mea ur . 'Urtherm r , me and 
un ti n P int a um that the input arc independent but thi is n t th an 
of the input th rand al o tr nncly ubj ti u h it i di ff ult l 
di ff r nt p pie a n i t »uly, 
In rdcr t 
stimati n pr 
fun 
me the limituti n the • i ting 
i ad pl .d. In thi th 1 , • hu 
g1 appr ah in 
idin th 
and hi h i f u;.r 1. I 









1. Fuzzy logic linguistic variable c ncept i applied in :1pturin) th int nt v ilu 'S (, u h a 
size, complexity and so n) to cost cstimnti n pr i :I 1, th ~ lin misti v uiabl 
is capable of capturing the subjective and un crtaincd input alu _ mp] xity 
and duration time fa particular pr jcct ri r b ti r pr di ti n. lu for these 
linguistic variables can either be mall m diurn r lar 
(complexity) and short, medium r I ng durati n tim ). 
subjective and uncertained inputs values can ca. ily b m a ur d. 
1 ' , m dium or high 
h thi lingui tic approach the 
2. Rule-based logic is used t apturc human e penis in e timating the effort. For example, 
consider the rule: 
IF project size is high TH N effort is high 
Wher , pr ject iz i the lingui tic variable ff rt i an utput linguistic variable and high is the 
linguistic value (member hip fun ti n dcfin d n pr j ct izc fuzzy ct). -uzzy rule is used as 
a mcth d f apturing human a c mcnt f h wt r late the cff rt t the input u izc . Normally, 
w use ur intuiti kn I dgc, a larg r pr j uld ccm t r quir m r er rt than smull r 
proj cts. 
3. In rp rat the fuzzy y tern m dcl in d cl ping th fuzzy 
tirnati n pr c . -uzzy dcl I ruzzi 1 ati n the t rm that a1 I ar Ill 
the 
that app ar in the 
infer nc fr m fuzzy rul and 
n lu i ns rule . In th uzz: Ii uti 
f uzxi I U7.Z I rm 
them rnb r hi1 
d fined n the input ariabl 
rule pre1ni e. While in 
mputed an I a1 plied t 
ar a1 pli 'd t th 'ir a 'tuul 11111 ·s t det rmin th truth ri r a h 
the truth- alue r the pr mi c ach rul 
r a h rul •.This' ill r ·suits in n · fun I t b 
a ign d t urinl 1 fi r ·u 11 rul' an I lllr u rl1 th· · 1111 siti 11 I r 
. 'l.' ar, 111hi11 'd l fi nn u 'i11 I· fun. s t r r 
I 'ru11ifi 't1li 11 ' h 'I'· th' dtt · I' tli t llll ttt ruzi'. s •t ill l 
'in ii 'ri<p vnlu . 
' , a)! lh UIZ. 
rt . h' In t 










4. Related to the point 3 above, we devel p uzzy L gi Eff rt Pr ii 'ti n l• l 1 1 T t arum 
using Amzi ! Pro log. 
5. A comparis n tudy between the M , 'Un ti n P int , lim nd fuzzy logic is 
conducted. The purpose of this tudy i l cvaluat 
and also to justify if the fuzzy I gic can be u ed a alt rn ti 
m rv r a nable results 
hniqu in ffort estimation. We 
analyze these models based n the Mean Magnitud R lati e Error MRE) on Kemerer's 15 
project's data sets [ ]. r m the analy is, fuzzy I gi mod 1 s ms to shov good performance 
compared to other m del . mcc many f th input ar ith r di fficult to quantify (complexity) 
or only known to a rough degree (size) the u e f fuzzy logic seems appropriate. The project 
manager would be able to make c nsistent clas i f ations of project by using fuzzy linguistic 
variables. Meanwhile, the perf rmanc f th thr e m dels: 
LIM arc po race rding t th M"' mca urcmcnt. 
M , unction Points and 
8.2 Further Research Work 
Although fuzzy I gi ffer con id rabl pr misc t s Itwar metrics, there is c n idcrablc pc 
of furth r resear h w rk ari ing fr m thi th si . Thcs inc Jud th f II 111g: 
I. The u e I n ur -Iuzzy y tern a an th rt hniqu l . arc t e tirnati n h uld b 
inve tigat d. A n ur -Iuzzy y t m i a fuzzy y t m that u e a I arning alg I rm 
n ural n t rk the ry t cl t irrninc it param t r uzzy rul 
[ I 2 44,4 ,4 47,4 ]. ncrally an ur -Iuzz yst 1T1 an I ' ic' I a· a ard 
neural net rk. he tr t layer r 'pre nt input ariablc , the middle hidden la r r pr nt 
fuzz rule ul1 ut uriul l s. h1zz ti n 










2. ase based rcas ning is a mcth cl r st rin 1 b r nti n. an pr vi 11o 11 j" t 
effort required in implementing the pr jcct and pr grarnrnin r pint r rrn [. I,. ,.+5.-+ ]. v\ n faced 
with a new bscrvati n it i p ssiblc l r tri v th pplication of 
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